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VOL. VII — No. 54
THE ATEILAT
Tri:State,tDefender,..
"The South's Independent Weekly"
MEMPHIS, TENN. — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1962
THREE DIED HEIM fire N,hich ,wept this two-story Hosea McLellan. Jr., four: Jerry McLellan, three, and their
frame apartment house at 1975 Perry rd. last Sunday night sister, Ida Mae McLellan. Another youngster of the McLel-
claimed the lives of three small children. The victims were Ian family was badly burned. (Stansbury Photo)
ESCAPES FIERY DEATH — Mrs. Lena Howell, who came
to Memphis recently from Hernando, Miss., was ,among the
10 adults who escaped being burned to death at 1975 Perry
rd. In a fire on Sunday night. Mrs. Howell's nine-year-old
granddaughter, Maxine Young, was burned critically and




hree small children, burned
two others seriously ;and left
16 other children and 10 adults
homeless.
Memphians of all ages call-
ed Radio Station WLOK to
offer food and clothing to the
victims. Teenage youths came city on Monday. but the radio
in from the streets and con- station is accepting gifts for
tributed almost $100 to the them
victims at noon on Monday
and the calls were still coming 
in. City And County School Bands To
The cause of the fire which
Sympathetic Memph i-; might have otherwise been
ans were hfferiaiit land. glcogligtik Sup ewe Cuurt
ey and clothing to victims of Mrs. Imogene Cole was igreetrritit limit, to hear an
, i 
a fire which swept through aroused by the screams andi NAACP Legal Defense Fund
the frame apartment house atI carried her six children to Appeal jnyclving segregation
1975 Perry rd. last Sundaysafety. of park and playground fa-
night. and claimed the lives of' The victims died on the sec- cilities in Memphis.
The Court refused to bear
an appkal by the City of
Jacksonville, Fla., involving
segregated golf courses. The
Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit had ruled in favor of
Legal Defense Fund attorn-
eys last summer on the
Jacksonville case ordering two










A NARROW ESCAPE was registered by Willie E. Johnson,
a barber at the Klondyke Barber shop last Saturday night
when an anger husband fired into the shop and missed a
man he claimed was paying too much attention to his wife.
Johnson had Just stepped into rear of the store for a drink
• of Miter when the bullet passed where he had been standing.
Memphians Come To Aid
Of Homeless Fire Victims Ion
Supreme Court To Hear Appeal
three, and Ida Mae two.
The screams of children, and
adults aroused others sleeping
in the building when it be-
came one mass of flames
around 11 p.m. and resulted
,in the saving of, lives that
swept through the building Participate In 'Young Jazz' Showcould not be determined.
The victims, all childen of A. C. (Moohah) Williams, Octet, directed by HermanMr. -and Mrs. Hosea McLellan,,
the WDIA personality, will Rankin, and also Doris (Misswere Hosea jr., four; Jerry- make his big contribution to Soul) Porter.
Mitchell Road High school
will present the Mitchell Jazz
Combo, under the direction of
R. W. McGhee.
t
Special guest performers of
he evening will be "Honey-
Annual Meet Of
feautee top jazz talent in Mem- moon" Garner (at the piano)
phis and Shelby County high and the "jazz Board." "TheNAACP Will BnMus!cal Revue To Be Presented
ond floor.
The building remained
standing after the flames were
extinguished, but it was a
monument in charcoal.
The former residents had
moved to all sections of the
the current United Negro Col-
lege Fund campaign when he
presents "Young Jazz" in Le-
Moyne College's Bruce Hall on
the night of Dec. 15, starting
at 8. The unique show will
At LeMoyne College Friday 8 p. m• will be 'on stage along with fine talent, they will perform
combos. The Annual Meeting of the 
celebration marking 16 years all-expense paid vacation ;to
NEW YORK — President "Those Wonderful Years,".land and Mrs. Susie High- The two full-sized jazz or All - United Negro College Fund 
branch of the NA. 10f service to Memphis and the Miami, Fla., by air for twoproceeds will go to the
Kennedy's anti - discrimlna- a musical revue produced byltower. ACP will be held on Sunday, 
ad-South when the bank with accomodaticms at the Sir
chestras will be the Douglass 
campaign. 
;opened its doors on Monday, John hotel for six nights and,tion housing order leaves un- the Memphis alumni of Le-1 Willie Kelley and Mrs. High School Swingsters, di- Dec. 9, at Metropolitan Bap-tist church with Rev. S. A. Nov. 26. The bank's resources seven days. Arrangements will
"school bands. Jazz Board" is composed of
band directors of city andWilliams, who has been busy
show together, said two bands tion to directing their own Held Or; 9 'began its 16th anniversary during the observance is an
county school bands. In add)- weeks putting the jazz Tri-State Bank of Memphis sons who register at the bank•
-leased ti pi ivatc individuals,
to desegregate their facili-
ties.
The Memphis park suit was
filed in 1960. Federal Dis-
See COURT, Page 2
Bullet Misses Twelve
In Barber Shop As
Man Shoots At Rival
The nearly one dozen pa-
trons who went to the Klon-
dike Barber and Beauty shop
at 1342 Vollintine ave. last
Saturday afternoon for hair-
cuts ended up with "close
shaves" abeut 4:45 when one
irate citizen of the community
fired into the establishment
with a .22 rifle.
The intended target of the
bullet that shattered the plate
glass window and disappeared
inside the shop was George
Brooks, 30, of 679 N. Sixth at.
Shouldering the rifle was
Bennie Longs, 27, of 839 Ran-
dle st.
Lang told police that he
had caught Brooks with his
wife last spring and had told
him never to enter his home
again.
Lately, however, he said he
had been informed by anoy-
mous neighbors that Brooks
was, coming to his home as
soon as he would leave and on
frequent occasions.
On Saturday, as he was pass-
ing the barber shop, he re-
ported he looked in and saw
Brooks, who tried to hide
when he saw him look into
the window. Suspecting that
Brooks was waiting for him
to leave so that he could sneak
into his home, Langs went
there first, got the rifle and
returned to fire point blank
through the window. He miss-
ed Brooks.
One of the barbers in the.
shop, Willie E. Johnson, 44.
of 763 N. Claybrook, told the
"Tri-State Defender, "The bui-
1 let went through where I had
been standing, but luckily for
me, I had just stepped in thri
back to get a drink of water,
and the man shot while I was
in the rear.
"I heard this noise and ran
up front to see the other bar-
bers hiding behind chairs and
other 'customers lying on the
floor. Glass spattered on my
chair, and some of it landed.
on the patrons," he reported.
Brooks, according to John-
son, wanted to go out and
attack Lang immediately after
See BULLET, Page 2."
G. W. LEE MACE() WALKER JESSE TURNER
Tri State Bank Of Memphis To
Celebrate 16th Anniversary
touched a broad area of pub- Moyne college, will be pre-"Gwendolyn Conley Walton rected by Nelson Jackson, and amount to $4,500,000. be handled by Global Travellic and private housing that,sented to the public this Fri- ' are serving as coordinators of the Manassas High School Orange, N. J. Is Owen as host pastor. Agency and any person is e11-enjoys Federal assistance, the day night, Nov. 30, at 8 in dances; Mrs. Ethel Venson, Rhythm Bombers, under the The meeting will climax the The bank is holding special gthle to win.
dared this week. created unusual      interest' dard, drama and lighting. Booker T. Washington High Blamed By Expert all campaign workers are ex-
Fall Membership drive and services for a two-week peribeod
,,from Nov. 26 and it will
will be given away on NOt
Fifty long playing records .
American Jewish Congress de- Bruce Hall. The revue has:fashions; and Morris God- baton of Emerson Able.
i In charge of ticket sales are will provide the Washington- 
pected to make moods by that concluded on Friday, Dec. 7,
'according to a joint statement 27, 28, 29, Dec. 4, 5 and 11.
In a statement, the Congress throughout the city and is ex.'
1de .. . .rson and in charge of pa- tinentals," a vocal 
group.Cda.GteTa'. Vivian of Chattanooga. President, and Jesse H. Turner,
Phatter, Ralph Materie, Sandi
DI-would, "if vigorously enforc-lity house. Tickets are being Mrs Ann L. Weathers,'Mrs. Walter Martin, plus the "Con- 
Guest speaker will be Rev. made by A. Maceo Walker, the .
nah Washington, Clyde 10-
said the Presidential order ,:ected to attract a near capac- ian Jazz Combo. directed by Of Human Relations featuring such artists as 
i la Poston anElmer - "" d  Hened, make a substantial start sold by alumni and in the L : .' ntandtoward ending the grave in- college's business office. NEWARK, N.J.NJ. — A New who has been an outstanding executive vice president
'trons is Miss Johnnie Mae Hamilton High will be rep- York university human rela-lworker in the Freedom Move- cashier. Vaughan, Pearl Bailey, Thejustice of discrimination and 
"Those Wonderful Years", Rodgers. resented by the Hamilton tions expert said the entire'ment. The outstanding feature of 
Platters, Vic Damone, Errollsegregation in housing."
will start with 1870 and con- . Wildcat Sextet, directed by Orange, N.J., school system is The annual report on branch the two-week celebration will 
Garner, Patti Page, EddieThe statement was issued by ' Some of the alumni mem-t'nue through 1962, featuring Thomas Doggett, along with "starved" and that the power activities for the 1982 year be the cutting of the anniver- 
Howard and many others.("Ephraim London, chairman of
I songs dances and fashions of hers featured in the revue are the "Valadors," another vocal structure of that city has ex- will be made. Officers of the bank are A.the Commission on Law and;!? sary cake on Thursday, Nov. M.Mrs. Helen West, Mrs. Anna aggregation. m Walker, president; Jessethe various periods. 29, at 9;30 a.m. with expres-Social Action of 'the American - 'Monger Martin, Mrs. Carol On the stage from CarverJewish Congress. I One of the highlights of the Hooks Higgs, LeRoy Van sions from leading citizens of 
H. .Turner, executive vice
High will be the Carver Cobra the community. It will be at- 
president and cashier; Georgeevening will be the scene in 
W. Lee, vice president, and;which Mrs. Char12 P. Roland, tended by officers of the bank Horace L Chandler, assistantalong with other leading bankan alumnus of LeMoyne and .
officials of the city. 
cashier.a member of its faculty, will 
Members of the board of di-
New Political Group
To Meet Nov. 28
The local chapter of the itself is worth the price of a
Tennessee Federation of Dem-
ocratic Leagues, Inc., has made
plans for a special meeting
Wednesday, Nov. !la in the
Assembly Room at the Uni-
versal Life Insurance Build-
ticket. 1
The revue was born in the!
mind of Joseph Westbrook,'
sw-iervisor of se......t.vv edu-
cation for city schools. Serv-
ing as general chairman is
ing, 480 Linden ave.The meet- Miss Clarice Sykes. Steering l
ing is schedoled to start at committee consists of Miss
7:30 Sykes, Westbrook. Mrs Ro-
Johnson, Johnella Wells, Mrs.
Imodel a bathing suit. This in Briscoe, Jean Brown, Mrs
Irene Davis, Erenstine Rice,
Gwendolyn Walton, Jimmy
Blackshire, Mrs. Beatrice Lu-
ther, Harriet Hall, Mrs. Aline
Blakely 1"1 , Ware.
McAllister Water s, Samuel
Peace, Mrs. Mildred Hodges,
Mrs. Sarah Carr, Aline Sykes,
Marie Edmondson and many,
many others
The Negro Junior Chamber leputabon of having the best from any Negro Jaycee mem-of Commerce has completed known modern musical group bar, at Roberts Esso Serviceplans to present its annual in the Mid South.
Station at the corner of BealeProceeds from the show will
be used by the Jaycees to
purchase Toys and clothing
for children of needy families,
The show is being produced ,a project they sponsor each
and conducted by Onzie O. year.
Horne, who has earned the. Tickets can be purchased
Jazz Show at the Flamingo
Room, 1404 Hernando st.,
Sunday, Dec. 2, starting at
9 p.m.
eluded Negroes from partici-
pating in community deci-
sions.
All members and friends of
the NAACP are invited to be
present.
ay For Needy
Mattie Cash Smith, Mrs.
Charlesetta Bhanham, Mrs.
Grace Meacham, Lonnie Jaycees To Present Jazz Show Sund
and Lauderdale et., or at the
Tri State Defender Office, 236
S. Wellington at.
This year's chairman of the
Jaycee Christmas Party is Ru-
fus Jone;
The Tri-State Bank of Mem-
phis was founded on Dec. 16,
1948 by the late Dr. J. E.
Walker, father of A. M. Walk-
er, the present president.
The bank has extended a
communication to the entire
community to attend the cele-
bration at which refreshments
will be served.
A top price offered to per-
rectors include J. L Allen.
Robert Davidson, Dr. P. W.
Hill, Dr. Charles Hunter, G.
W. Lee, Dr. B. B. Martin, J.
H. Turner, Dr. R. Q. Verdian,
A. M. Walker and Robert
Wright. Rev. S. A. Owen and
Dr. W. H. Young constitulw
the Advisory Committee.
The bank offers all type
of loans.
!WI Min 'Those Wonderful Years,' A Musical Revue Presented ByLeMoyne College Alumni, Friday•
Night, Nov. 30, 8 P.M., In Bruce Hall
.*
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'Largest Number Of Negroes In U. S.
Won Offices In November Election
StorkStops
AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL
Nov. 10.
- Mr. and Mrs. David C. Berry,
3883 Chadwick cl.; girl, Chan-
dra Lynette.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Lee Man-
340 Lake ave.; boy, Mar-
chial.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson,
1839 Hearst; boy, Darryl Keith.
Nev. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. O'Neal Jones,
247 Mill ave.; girl, Deidre
Michel.
Nov. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton E.
Bowles, 1182 Neptune, Apt. 6;
Noy, Milton Eugene Jr.
'Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Boyd,
430 Gracewood:' girl, Pamela
Meecheele. • •
Mr. and Mrs. Logan T. Mitch-
ell, 399 S. Orleans; girl, Tereta
Yoneatte.
mr and itilTs. Iassac Stevei-
son, 236 Elder-kl.; gir1-PiniZ4e
Lovette.
Pr: and Mrs. Verricin
3556 Yokley; boy, Marvin Lynn.!
MSc 14.
; Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Mason,
3418 Curry; girl, Marquitta
'Mr. and Mrs. Nelse Nelson,
2427 Dexter; boy, Casey Lure11.
rte.. g.
114r. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Gooch, 1826 Gooch rd.; girl,
Marilyn Lattice.
AT JOHN GASTON HOSPITAL
Nov. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert B.
Green, 813 Gillis; boy, Albert
Ben.
Mr. and Mrs. !Julie Bedford,
888 Lyman; girl, Rosetta.
Pr. and Mrs. J. P. McCole
McClung, 1447 Lambert; boy,
J. P. Cole Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gider,1
1442 Lambert; boy, Gregory
Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Wil-
son. 1556 Rayburn; brw. Car!
Lee.
Nov. 111.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lewis
4831 Malone; boy, Dewayne
Eric.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie R. Voss.
597 S. Fourth; boy, Edward!
Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Webb,'
105 Barton; boy, Prentiss. !
. Mr. and Mrs. James E. Orr,
1115 Capitol; girl, Penny. I
Mr. and Mrs. James Clai-
borne, 1402 Nicholas; boy, Jo-
seph Lewis Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Bo-
bo, 3478 Cook; girl, Margaret
Cecile.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Wil-
liams, 1198 Texas: a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Tay-
lor. 5152 Wilshire; boy, Dar-
rell.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Hall,
Rt. 1, Box 383, Cordova; trip-
lets: AlSte Lynn, Veta Monet
and Rita Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Davis,
1029 Richert; boy, Ronnie Al-
Bullet
(Continued From Page 1
the incident, but other patrons
prevented him.
Arrested at his home a short
while later. Lang was charg-
ed with discharging a fire-
arm within the city limits and
malicious mischief. His bond
was set at $102.
Police arrested Brooks and
charged him with disorderly
conduct. He was released after
posting $51.









yin. 'land, 376 Bullington; girl, Char-
Mr. and Mrs. James Dotson, 1 lotto Denise.
139V., James; a girl. Mg. and Mrs. William F.
Nov. 19. Meacham, 1936 Quinn; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Joiner, 851) N. Montgomery;
boy, Robert William Jr.
Nov. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W, Brown,
910 Michigan; boy, Gregory.
Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell Hoote,
719 S Wellington; girl, Patricia
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Thomp-
son, 156 Dison; girl, Edna De-
nise.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben King, 835
Hamilton; girl, Cynthia.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles John-
son, 1629-C Pennsylvania; a
boy.
Mr. and Mrs. George Emery,
1581 Webb; boy, Kelvin Eu-
gene.
Mr. and Mrs. Sell Jefferson,
4252 Swanee; boy, Zona Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Norvell Tate,
198 Pickett; girl, Phillis Marie.
GULF OIL AND EDUCATION MIX as Dan
Kean (second. left), Gulf public relations
representative, presents an $1000 grant for
Wiley College's department of chemistry to
Wiley president Dr. T. W. Cole, Sr. Also pre-
siding at the ceremony which was held at a
student assembly are Student Senate presi-
dent Billy Lawson (left) and Bernie Willough-
by, Gulf's Fort Worth division manager -
marketing. The grant was part of Gulf's Aid
to Education program for 1962.
MI and Mi§ 'lames jnnes Jacksonians To Hear584 Exchange, Apt. 8; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Chris-
topher, 1062 Saxon; boy, Fred-IN A ACp7 m d
Nov. 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. John-
son, 828 Heiskell; girl, Berlinda.
riweather. 1395 Greenwood; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Banger,
girl. Jenita Tyrell. 1211 Main Ext.; boy, Reginald
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Bond, Levell.
673 Mosby; boy, Johnny Moran. Mr. and Mrs. Billy R. Fitz-
Mr. and Mrs. Neal W. Hall. geralci, 605 St. Paul; girl, Pam-
1655 S. Lauderdale; girl, Lana ela Ann.
Renee. Mr. and Mrs. James D. Bai-
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Hath- ley, 1387 Davis; boy, Tommy
away, 741 Bellevue; girl, Lisa Everett.
Michelle. • Mr. and Mrs. Rester L. Berry,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur D. 1739 Benford; girl, Demetria.
Young, 1968 Carver; girl, Rosa- Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry,
lind. 1518 N. Second; boy, Victor
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Martin, Burnett.
,987 Lewis: boy, Fredrick Ones!. Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Lack- Bland. 1191 James; boy, Wil-
liam Atkin.
IBM Manager Says Mr. and Mrs. Henry Laven-
, der. 855 Mason; girl, Cynthia
Gail.`Vie Hire According Mr. and Mrs. William H. T I
; Stewart, 611 N. Decatur; boy,I
harlie.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy J. Van!
uren. 222 Pauline cl., east; a
is always looking for qualified b°
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Jones,
2884 Midland; boy, Tony.
Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Thompson, 822 Delmar; girl,
Jacqueline.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Marshall,
1658 Monsarrat; boy, Jefferson
Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Sim-
mons, 380 Jenson; boy, Keith
Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C.
Simmons, 201 W. Person; boy,
Raymond Eugene.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Gray, 1301 Willett; girl, Kathy
Annette.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee H. Smith,
885 Mason; boy, Marcus Regan.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Scott,
2328 Eldridge; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L. Wil-
lis, 249 S. Fourth; boy, Ken-
neth Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Dick-
erson, 3027 Yale; girl, Deborah.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Price,
808 Ida pl.; boy, Bryon Eugene.
Nov. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Houston,
1686 Pope; boy, Keith Antonio.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Mer-
To Qualification' IC
PITTSFIELD, Mass.-"IBM B
candidates in all areas of em.
ployment," IBM Pittsfield
Manager W. A. Williams has
said to Frank Walker. presi-
dent of the New England Re-
gional NAACP Conference.
Walker wrote IBM request-
ing information on their poli-
cy of personnel qualifications.
In an answering letter, Wil-
liams stated that "all candi-
dates referred to us for em-
ployment will be given every
'opportunity regardless of race,
!creed, color, sex, national or-
igin or age."
;Mrs. Purl Crawford
To Be Honored Sunday
A program honoring Mrs.
!Pearl Crawford, one of the
'oldest living retired school
teachers in the city of Mem-
phis be held at the Mis-
sissippi Blvd. Seventh Day Ad_
ventist church on Sunday
night, Dec. 2, at 7:30 p.m.
All former co-workers and
students of Mrs. Crawford are
asked to be present for the
I occasion.





















Waal by legion PtibliSkint Cs lot
1820 S. Midilin Art • Clams 11.111
EXCLUSIVELY AT
1. .11)
BEASLEY JONES • RAGLAND
V.
Court
(Continued From Page 1
trict Judge Marion S. Boyd
denied an injunction to the
Negro plaintiffs on June 20,
1961. Judge Boyd ruled at
that time that the Memphis
Park Commission was de-
segregating its facilities grad-
ually and required the Com-
mission to submit a desegre-
gation plan in six months.
JACKSON, Tenn. - Medgar
Evers, Mississippi field secre-
tary for the NAACP, will
speak at a public meeting
Wednesday, Dec. 5, at the Ber-
ean Baptist church, corner of
Royal and College sts. The pro-
gram, sponsored by the Jack-
son - Madison County branch
of the NAACP will begin at
8 p.m.
Evers is a dynamic and fear-
less leader in the field of inte-
gration, especially in the State
of Mississippi. As field secre-
tary he was responsible for,
marshalling the legal forces'
which successfully gained for,
James Meredith admission to I
the University of Mississippi.
Evers has been active in NA-
ACP work for a number of
years. His fearless efforts,I
along with others in the state,,
have led to the bettering of,
conditions of the Negro in the
State of Mississippi, although
he realizes that there is still
much work to be done. He re-I
cently announced that a suit
would soon be filed in Jackson.
Miss., seeking desegregation of
the public schools of that city.
Evers is currently on a na-
tionwide speaking tour to raise
funds for the Freedoth Fund.
Contributions are used to de-
fray costs of all legal cases
handled by the NAACP. The
costs of the Meredith case
alone was in the neighborhood
of $30,000. Freedon Fund mon-
ey is raised mainly through the
efforts of the local chapters in
which the quota is set by the
national organization. These
contributions are over and be-
yond the individual member-
ship dues.
Since the first of November,
Evers has traveled thousands
of miles speaking before audi-
ences extending from the At-
lantic to the Pacific, including
the East, Southeast, Midwest
and Far West. He has appeared
in such cities as Los Angeles,
Phoenix, Kansas City. Las
Vega s, Portland, Newark,
Sioux City, and Charleston., S.




CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Pest Exterminating Co.
o. Z. Evers FA 7-6033
On June 12, 1962, the
Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit upheld Judge
Boyd's decision. Defense
Fund attorney Derrick Bell
stated that the appeal to the
Supreme Court will involve
"the issue of whether the all
deliberate speed doctrine ap-
plies to public facilities as
well as schools.
No date has been set for



















Vtirrt a ha-.6some, beautitu6e up
holstered d-a!r or sofa at a frac-
t;on or e of a rev, ore?
Call us to0A,r, 6.2483, for free






SAVE MONEY ON SLEEP
ire
• • •
FROM OUR FACTORY ... DIRECT TO YOU!
BAD BACK INNERSPRING MATTRESS
$79.50 . . . tufted or Smooth Top our ia,ce s33.95
$49.50 Quality . . . Tufted Oriiv ... our price $23.76
$79.s0 ... Tufted Only cur pricis $19.95
MAKE YOUR OLD MATTRESS LIKE NEW
Air:ex, Renovated and Reboil':
$4,75 innerspring win Box
a Mattress Spring $12"
<-0-o• Tick T,.k
• NEW INNERSPRING • FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY a NEW 10X SPRiNG
• ,m• .1
8114CE_191.0__
WILLIAMS SHADE & AWNING CO.
MEDGA REVERS
wherever he appeared as he
gave a first-hand account o
the Mississippi Story.
Chairman John M. Bailey
the Democratic National Com-
mittee said recently: "Negro
Democratic candidates across
the nation wrote a new chapter
in political history in the Nov.
8 election."
Democrat Otis Smith was
elected to the Supreme Court
in Michigan; Gerald A. Lamb
was elected Treasurer of the
State of Connecticut; Leroy
A. Johnson was elected to thei
Georgia State Senate (first Ne-
gro in 92 years) and Augustu, THE CAPONE EMPIRE!F. Hawkins of Los Angeles be
came the fifth Negro Congress-
man and the first from West of
the Mississippi.
Nation - wide, Democrats
made a net gain of 12 new
seats in 8 state legislatures
won by Negroes. There are a
total of 51 Negro Democrats in
19 state legislatures. These in-
clude California, 3; Colorado, I;
Connecticut, 1; Illinois, 7;
Maryland, 4; Missouri, 6; New
York, 6; Ohio, 1; Pennsylvania,_
9; West Virginia, 1; Wisconsin,
2; Georgia, 1; and Michigan, 9.
In Ohio, Carl B. Stokes, a
35-year old Cleveland lawyer,
ran 12th in a field of 17, polling
221,000 votes in Cuyahoga
County. We was the only Ne-
gro elected to the legislature.
Negro women Democrats
made history too. In Baltimore,
Mrs. Verda Welcome, former
member of the House of Dele-
gates was elected to the State
Senate and in St. Louis, Mrs.
DeVerne Calloway became the
first Negro woman elected to
the Missouri legislature.
In Chicago, M r s. Edith
Sampson was elected munici-
pal judge and became the first'
Negro woman to be elected to
the Illinois bench. Mrs. Samp-
son is a former U. S. Delegate
to the United Nations.
In Hawaii, the niece of UN
Undersecretary Ralph Bunche,
Mrs. Helene Hale, was elected
chairman of Hawaii County
and according to press reports
became "the first women to be
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Eatmore Oleo 6 inbi
il 36-oz.Kroger O Bottle 590
U.S. Gov't. inspected Wilson, Kwick-Krisp













With this ceupon and 15.00 od,
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GOOD FOR 50 FREE
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ir GOOD SALICSMANSHIP is alfited by their "charitable' ac-
ire-requisite for Service Busi-Jivities.
nesses. Melvin Malunda is al BUYERS BEWARE of slick,
good salesman. He appears attest-talking salesman who at-
social affairs and when he, tempt to sell you a "bargain'
. leaves a lot of the guests leave! for Christmas. This is the time
With him. They follow him tor of the year when many,of these
his place of business. jslimmy creatures crawl from
: STILL THE BIG QUESTION under rocks and prey upon a
in the Church of God In Christ gullible public. Make purchases— who will be elevated to
the senior bishop of the thrurc—hifrom reputable business estab-
which boasts of a membership lishments only.
3' million strong. Strongest con-I SOME PEOPLE would
tenders now are Bishop A. B. double-cross their mother forMcEwen, pastor of Lane Ave.'
church here in Memphis; ancIth'eir 
own self gain. The report
S O. T. Jones of Philadelphia. is that the double-cross of theW Another name is also being year was executed last week.
mentioned. He is Bishop J. 0.1When a few local boys got to-
Patterson, pastor of Pentecostal
Temple here. ,gether to perform a Mr. K-Like
I operation.
IF BEN BRANCH appears] A LOSE NOOSE was beingusually pleasant of late it is lowered around the neck of abecause he had a pleasant ex-I local dentist. The dentist sawperience. He directed an inter-
'the noose and 'escaped entrap.racial band for the filming of ment
Route 66 right here in Memphigi •
last week. Incidentally, Ben and THE ART OF COMPROMISE
His Band were the only local is a wonderful thing. The art
musicians to be filmed in the of leading people instead of
TV show, driving is a mark of good citi-
A SURPRISING NUMBER of 
zenship.
NEGRO JAYCEES DESERVE
your support. They are spon-
soring a Jazz Show at the Fla-
Memphis' physicians, registered
nurses and dentists are grad-
uates of the University of West
mingo Room, 140'/2 Hernando
Tennessee, now defuncted, St.. next Sunday -night, Dec. 2,
which was located here in Mem- starting at 9 p. m. Proceeds
phis until 1923. from the show will be spent to _-
SOME LOCAL charitable or- purchase Toys and Clothing forl
dm, ganizations will, in the future, needy children at Christmas'
ip find it most difficult to explain time. The Jaycees need your









LeMOYNE COED CITED — Mary Ann Thompson, daughter
of Mrs. Fannie Thompson, 633 N. Fifth, a junior and English
major at LeMoyne. placed second in the national essay
contest sponsored by the American Missionary Association,
founder of the college. She is shown in New York city re-
ceiving the Amistad Medallion from AMA Executive Secre-
tary Wesley A. Hotchkiss. The American Missionary Asso-
ciation was founded shortly after the Amistad, a slave ship,





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
LECTURER IN LAB — Dr. Thomas B. Shockley, assistant
professor of microbiology at Meharry Medical college in
Nashville shows some genetic chemical properties to his
former associate, Dr. Rollin Hotchkiss, professor of genetics
at Rockfeller institute. Dr. Hotchkiss lectured at Meharry
recently on genetic transformation in the first of a series
of 10 lectures sponsored by Merck. Sharp and Dohme Phar-
maceutical Foundation which are designed to serve as an
adjunct to research and teaching by drawing new ideas








Call ORIOLE DRUGS For
FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRULS.
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
Phones: WH 2-1721 WH 8-9255
Page 2
Army Has Jobs For
Teachers Overseas
Teachers who would like to GLendale 8-4431, extension
*park abroad during the 196036-
Tsamoi year have an oppor- hose interested in a per-
sfocnalsinftreorviewthewiFtharschool ot-ntuonwit.y to take jobe overseas i i m East or
Europe should contact by tele-
The Army has announced phone George Peabody college,
that it has openings for teaeiH prNaseshsvillle1,50Tensnta..tionr call CY-
ers in Army-operated schools
for American children in Kor-
lonInDtetr.viwansdw8ill be conducted
ea„ Japan, Okinawa and ner-'_
many and France.
Vacancies exist for elenic,. Hold Rites For
tary and secondary teacher ,
librarians, teacher-counselor- Choir Director
guidance counselors, advisors
Funeral
qualify for the positions, 
RICHMOND. Va. —and principals. In order to
day 
wttelere conducted Tur eos-f
years ofobfettweaecehnintghe experienceI .or a heart attack Nov. 17 while
a J. Goodwin, who died
,University..plicants must have a bachelor's v.ydegree, teacher training, twolvarmia 
Union .
and 60. 
in Hampton Institute football
stadium.
Salary for the instructional
staff is $4,435 for the school
year with additional pay f Woman Nearlyadditional teacher preparation- 
Rent-free quarters and over Itches To Deathseas transportation are provid-
"I seedy licked weleatis
years.Tbesi If.aosds
mew weedersrease.New
l'w bop'," writes Mrs.
P. Ramsay
Here's blessed relief from
tutor,, of vaginal itch.
rectal itch. chafing. rash
and mum* with an amazing new usentlits
ormula called LAbiACANE. This ast•acting
medicated creme kills harmful bacteria germs
while it soothes fa., irritated and imistmol
iuue. Stops sm a_so s




Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will
ed by the government. The
tour of duty is one year.
APPLY NOW
Persons interested in the
jobs should send a postal card
immediately or contact the
Executive Secretary, Board of
U. S. Civil Service Examin-
ers, Memphis Army Depot,
NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular" too.
There are 5 major symptoms of •
cold: stuffiness, achiness, fever,
constipation, and general "sick-
feeling." 666, the time-tested and
proven cold medicine, fights all 5.
No "one-ingredient" product can
do this. 666 was made especially
for colds ...and only for colds. It
really works!
The fast decongestant action of
666 works through the blood
stream ...reaching places where •
nose drops and sprays can't pos-
sibly reach. Its gentle laxative ac-
tion keeps you "regular" during
this critical time. The unexcelled
effectiveness of 666 has been
proven to thousands of users.
When you haw. • cold, Was
666, and see what real relief can be
like. Satisfaction guaranteed ...
or your money back. At all drug
counters, only 490. If you prefer
tablets, take 666 cold tablets ...
same fast relief. Convenient and
economical, too.
ALL PEREL & LOWENSTEIN STORES FEATURE THESE
•••••










14 d i ; mond
bridal set.
$250
Brilliant New Styles For The Yonug in Heart
GENUINE
fegatieci DIAMONDS
Just imagine! The elegance of genuine diamonds at Un-
heard of prices like these. Exquisite styles in 10 and 14

























with the new sculptured
iook. Unique new lock
feature keeps the rings





















Waler 7 jewelProof.Visth sweet




or Pear Shape Diamonds
$175






ffiequalify, smart styling and 
depend-
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C THOMAS PAIGE'
And there VIM a certain
Jews, named Lawns. who
was laid at his gate ball of
sores end desiring to be
fed with the crumbs which
fell from the rich maies ta-
blet moreover ihe dogs came
and licked his sores."—Luke
r4,1140-21.
• Day by day we come in con-
tact with people who boast
..that they have never done
,4his or never done that. They
tike a certain pride in claim-
:1u they have lived practically
sinless in this world. We can
not take offense at their stand;
in fact, we often admire them.
..T$Ut oftimes those people who
boast that they failed to do
something wrong are equally
guilty for not doing anything
right.
We cannot stand off and boast
that we live in a vacuum. Ba-
sically, there is no such things
as living in a vacuum. Today
is a day of commitment. We
must be positively on one
ride or the other. Far too many
of us are trying to live and
survive on the neutral strip
of life. Life demands that we
do more than live on that
Strip.
DID NOTHING
The Dives episode as record-
ed in Luke is a classic ex-
envie of the life that far tool
many people are trying to
live. In the face of opportunity
to do something good they
fail. In face of an opportunity
to do something bad they fail
equally as well. Dives passed
by the hungry man daily
maybe several times a day and
never offered him "the crumbs
from his table."
This phrase — "crumbs from
his table" historically goes
down as something he did not
even need. The tragic thing ,
about life is that as one goes
about today he can see count-
lessmen of Dives' na
They are not going to ev
give away for a worthy cause
that which they do not even
need or can't use themselves.
The thermometer of human
activity as far as Christian
standards are involved today
is at an all time low. Man's
inhumanity to man is every-
where in evidence. Our con-
cern for our neighbor and his
welfare is almost non-existent.
Our hearts have grown cold—
our attitudes have grown for-
mal, and our whole Christian
outlook on life has dwarfed
o the point where it is rela-
tively meaningless. It took a
heel episode to arouse Dives.
It took a face to face meeting
with the stark realities of life.
tremble to think that that is
- today, our lives must be what will have to happen to BTw T Deco Mosley, business man-





The 30th anniversary of the
FBI's crime laboratory was
celebrated last Saturday, Karl
W. Dissly, special agent in
charge of the Memphis office
said:
"Since the establishment of
this crime laboratory on Nov.
24, 1992, it has continued to
serve law enforcement on
every level. More than 230,000
examinations of evidence are
made annually and all exam-
inations are made without
cost to local, county and state
law enforcement agencies, and
laboratory technicians regular-
ly testify as to their findings
in local and state courts."
The FBI laboratory was es-




College choir, under the direc-
tion of A. M. Lovelace, will
present Handel's Messiah on
Sunday, Dec. 2, 1962, in Wood-
worth Chapel at 6 p.m.
Soloists have been selected
from students of the music de
partment. The choir will be as-
sisted by the Jackson State Finalists InCollege Symphony Orchestra.
under the direction of Howell
Jones; Mrs. Ruthanne Schnell
and Mrs. Marion Huffer of the
Tougaloo staff; and members
of the AM&N College Band.
Rine Bluff, Ark.
Dives forfeited a place of
eternal peace and happiness'
little things of life. Not only
is it true that he forfeited his
place but many of us are
equally guitly. Today we must
stand up and do that which
our place in Christian society
demands. Today someone must
step out and 'walk the second
mile', 'turn the other cheek'
and live the positive life that
is demanded of each of us.
Nothing short of this will ever
warrant us living a life of
eternal joy and happiness
fruitful of the faithful and
obedient throughout history.
This life of ours is a stew-
ardship. We are the ones re-
sponsible for projecting the
spirit of Jesus into the lives
of men in all walks of life.
We must bolster ourselves that
in the same token of life we
might bolster the lives of men!
in all areas of life. We can-'
not afford because of our se-
cure position turn a deaf ear
to the cries of the suffering'
and hungry about us. Today,
we must do that which is un-
popular — we must stand for
that which is right and worth-
while as never before. Kind',
deed, thoughts and actions!
will promote the kingdom I
more than anything any of us l
have to offer and we can all I









, will be chosen Friday night:
'following a banquet for the six
contestants in the Commons on
• Mrs. Elnora Neely was guest 
the college campus.
ipeaker at a Thanksgiving Day
pgram given by St. Stephen,'
Baptist church's Sunshine '
Mother's Circle.
During the program Linnia
Gibson was awarded a 20-•
pound turkey and Clara Becton
was winner of a second prize.
Supplying piano music for
the program was Mrs. E. M.
Anderson. Chairman of the af-
tair was Mrs. Minnie Cherry.
'Miss LeMoyne'
Race To Be Feted
Al St. Stephen
Macedonia Church
• Among the many churches
itlebrating Thanksgiving Day
i/ith services was Macedonia
,Baptist Church on Perry rd.
The special sermon was de-





Vying for the coveted honor
are Misses Ava Quintella Ad-
dison and Ruth Jones, seniors;
Alice Johnson and Ma r y
Thompson, juniors. and Laura
Lawrence and Alfreda Woot-
en, sophomores.
The six coeds appeared in a
fashion and talent show Tues-
day night of this week in
Bruce Hall. Three off-campus
judges will select the finalists.
A student-wide vote Dec. 14
will determine the winner who
will be announced and crown-
ed at a coronation ball on the
night of Dec. 14.
Mamie Kilbon is chairman of
the 'Miss LeMoyne' contest.
The outgoing 'Miss LeMoyne''
is Elsie Lewis, a junior of
1018 Hayes.
"Comparison and Contrast
of Marriage Customs in the
V. S. with those of India and
Africa," will be the topic of a
panel discussion at St. Andrew
AME church at the corner of
Parkway and Mississippi
:blvd. next Sunday, and the
public is invited.
• Participating in the discus-
sion will be Bhagivant Singh.
YeMoyne senior and a native
of- Ludijaava. India: Alais M.
Berra of Tanganyika, West
Africa, and Willie R. Terry, an












Thos. Is • t  why people
Ilk, to do business with us. You,
to., will ilk* Cu, courteous beet-
omit and desire to kelp you.
"Open Thursday end Friday.
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays MO to 1,00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Hams Maned - Homo Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
ilke to say you to your
loon request"




161 S. Main, JA 7-1581
182 eadlsou. JA 5-7511 
OBSERVES ANNIVERSARY —
Bishop M. L. Jewell of Nash-
ville, Tenn., is celebrating her
26th anniversary as overseer of
the Church of the Living God,
the Pillar of Truth Churches.
Its congregations are located in
,N states in the United States
and in the Bahamas.
iArkansans Hear
A tea and fashion show has
been planned by the Manassas
PTA for Sunday, Dec. 2 from
4 to 6 p.m. announces the
president, Mrs. Kattie Sexton.
Featured will be apparel
from Lulla Dress shop and a
hat show by Manassas Alumni,





A Jackson insurance execu-
tive was selected to head the
American Cancer Society's ed-
ucational and fund-raising
Crusade in Tennessee next
eacher
I Annual Women's Day wasI
held at the Rising Sun Baptist,
church in Marion, Ark., onl
Sunday, Nov. 18, and the guest
speaker for the afternoon was,
Mrs. Arvene Gunn, a science
teacher at Booker T. Washing-
ton High school in Memphis.
The theme for the day was
"The Christian Woman in a
Modern World,"
Mrs. Ruth Manny of Mem-
phis was mistress of ceremon-
ies for the program. Mrs. Clara
Seymour was chairman of the
day. Co-chairmen were Mrs.





ager of the Mallory Knights
and co-chairman of its Basket-
for-Christmas Fund Drive are
urging the public to assist in
the drive.
Contributions should be sent
to the Mallory Knights head-
quarters, 519 Vance ave., or
call 527-8347. Toys, clothing,
and cash donations are being
accepted.
Contributions will be used
for needy families at Christ-
mas time.
Mallory Knights chairtable
organization came into being
in 1952 at the old Mallory Air'
Force depot. It has been in
operation since.
He is Emmet Guy, who ear-
lier this year became vice
Manassas PTA To president of the TennesseeValley Life Insurance Com-
Give Fashion Show pany in Jackson.The American Cancer Socie-
ty's 1963 Crusade will be con-
ducted next April. Funds rais-
ed will be used in a program











SEPTEMBER 16, 1962 et 7:30 P.M.
F•aturas MRS. SADIE HUNTER
Business Education Instructor of T A & I State University
and Renowned World Trove!.., in ea Educational Tour of Thirty
European Countries via Audio.Visual Aids
Rev. W. A. SUGGS, Patter 1355 YollentIne Avenue
NOTICE
The Pioneers and Seniors
%% ill present 1 ionne Lake. Waddle
firm%ii and Phoebe ver in an Organ-
Voice-Piano Recital. December 2. 1962
at 6:00 l'.M. Please plan to attend.
1T 1).11110V GAR DENS
PRESBYTER! 1N C11 VRCII
1683 South Park av East
al=
.
3 .r) CART HOME SAVINGS!
 ISAVE go* .::::::.:
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gownsitt and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Ti,,...,.
"YOUR Ceremony Makes Whet You' Ask Per And
Crectirs Whir( Vim Think Of"
Methodist Plan
Education Program
The Merophis district staff
and key mernbers in the Cen-
tenary, Burdettes Chapel,
Golden, Warren, Bethel, Pleas-
ant a n d Meson Illethodlit
church missions held a plan-
ning session recently to out-
line a more effective educa-
tional program for the Mem-
phis area.
Mrs. Myrtle Horton, confer-
ence director of Church School
Work, in cooperation with Rev.
H. H. Jones, the district super-





ATLANTA, Ga. — Several
hundred people visited the
campus of Clark college last
week to attend the institution's
conference on "The Role of
he Theatre in American Life."
Principal speakers for the con-
ference were actor-playwright
Ossie Davis and his actress
wife. Ruby Dee.
Directed by Clark Drama
and Sneech Department Chair-
man Dr. Esther Merle Jackson,
the conference drew attention
from theatre enthusiasts
throughout the southeast.
T h e conference explored
some of the new perspectives
which relate to theatre studies
in colleges and universities,
with particular emphasis on
discovering new ways of using





Rev. J. T. Collins
Funeral services for Mrs.
Eliza Collins were conducted
recently at Keel Avenue Bap-
tist church with the pastor,
Rev. Purdy Moody saying the
eulogy. Interment followed in
Full View cemetery in Ellen.
dale under the direction of
the George Breathett Funeral
home.
Jackie Robinson Says 'Doctrine
Of Black Muslims Will Not Grow
If Negroes are Given Full Rights'
nson urged white people to
concern themselves more with
removing their prejudices than
with the black supremacy doc-
trines of the Muslim minority
among Negroes.
"The Muslims can rnw only
if the denial of human rights
continues against Negroes,"
the former baseball star de-
clared in the current (Christ-
mas) issue of McCall's maga-
zine.
He said he believes "thel
great majority of Negroes are
as opposed to black suprem-
acy as they are to white su-
premacy."
Robinson advised his white
questioner not to be "more
concerned about them (the
Muslims) than you are about
the White Citizens Council or
NEW YORK — Jackie Rob- the Ku Klux Klan who preach
violence, while we have no
proof of violence among the
Muslims.
"The American Negro is as
loyal as any group in Amer-
ica; but just as there are fai
natics in other races, we have
them. White Americans should
not be so concerned with a
small group of people they be-
come prejudiced against all,"
he said.
LeMeynites To Meet
The Memphis club of the Le-
Moyne General Alumni Assrt
ciation will hold Its regular
monthly meeting in the faculty
lounge of Brownlee Hall on
Sunday afternoon, Dec. 2,
starting at 5, and the president
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers is ex-
of the Women's Auxiliary of pecting all members to be
the Tennessee Regular Bap-
tist Conventioh; affiliated 
present
with the Ministers' Wives and
served with the National Bap-
tist Convention, Inc., USA.
Mrs. Collins was supervisor
Mrs. Collins, the widow of, of the Red cross department
the late Rev. J. T. Collins, died and pianist for the Friendship
in her sleep Nov. 6 at her 2889 District association. She was
Princeton ave. home, worthy matron of the Court of
Calantages, Lodge No. 127.She was an active member
of Keel Avenue Baptist church
where she was a pianist as
well as at First Baptist church
in Bartlett for more than 30
years. She was also president
Among survivors are a sis-
ter, Mrs. Mamie Green, two
brothers, Robert and Marion



















Ciet your NEW Quality Stamps Gift Book FREE!
72 Pages of Beautiful Gifts in vivid color to satis-
fy your needs for home and family!
For Quality Gifts

























































































































































By JOREPH YOUNG girlfriend; who is the lucky
therk these are your girl?
Cleat writers. Mary (Spookle) Helen Prudent, who was the
Harris and Peggie Collins young man you were with
back wth the natural-bone- Wednesday?
facts around the Warriors Ter-
/Rory.
PUBLIC NOTES — On No-
vember 21, the Esquires and
Deb - Teens sponsored a
Thanksgiving program on the
theme, "Thanks for Giving."
The purpose of this program
was to collect juice for the
lessie Mahan Center. Mrs.
Benson. an associate of this
center accepted the juices. The
Sisters-and-brothers clubs
from other schools were pres-
ent The clubs sweethearts for
the Esquires was Iris Corporal
and for the Deb-Teens, Cla-
rence Coleman. "Hats off to
the clubs sweethearts."
SPORTS — The B.T.W.'s
football boys has taken the
lead as "Champs." Some of
S
the players to watch are Ed.
ip die Richards, Roy (Tiger)
Jones, Oscar (Black-Light-
ning) Reed, Howard Finley,
Benny (Creep) Adams, Ronald
(Trim) Ester, and Aubrey
(Bay-Bay) Howard.
TEEN TALK — Say, Au-
drey, What has happened be-
tween you and Rozell (Car-
ver)?
Edward Johnson what is
this we hear about and this
girl Y.K.W.?
Judith Martin are you and
Henry Marmon still tight? De-
lois, what is this we hear
about you and Julius?
Janet Edwards, what guy
has your nose open? Guess
What, Edward Johnson has a
It is true that Barbara El-
rod's pride and joy was home
Thanksgiving? Ronald Ester,
why didn't you go to the Ber-
trand dance? Grady, who is
it now (Bertha)? Julius Cox
when are you going to do
right? Troy King who are giv-
ing lines to now? Dianne
Evans is Hughe Porter the on-
ly one? Vivian Carter is cute
to J.Y. Johnny Hunt has an
admirer, Mary P. Joseph
Young has eyes for Lois Nes-
burn (Man.) Yvonne Riley
why is there a threesome be-
tween you and Elnora Presley
and Larry Smith? What would
happen if Sandra Underwood,
Dorothy Smith, Geraldine
Williams, would stop thinking
they are so much and they
look like they were raised off
of butter milk and molasses
(Carver)
TOP COUPLES — Dorothy
Saulsberry and Danny Pete or
Larry Miller, Shirley Garner
and Isac Knox, Delois Grant
and Y.K.W., Jean Brooks and
Herbert Bernard, Yvonne Ri-
ley and Larry Smith, Judith
Martin and Henry Marmon,
Geraldine Pegues and Charles
Griffin, Beverly Tate and
Field Duncans, Ernestine
Grayson and Nelson Castle,
Minnine Pearl Greer and
James Johnson, Emery Som-
erset and Aubrey Howard,
Lelia Wilson and Henry Hi11,1
George McMurray and Edna
Griffin, Katherine and L.W.
LESTER NEWS
• By BABS LEWIS k
CHAS. WRIGHT
Hi gang here's hoping you
didn't eat so much turkey that
you can't dig the hottest, cool.
est news around.
SPORTS
The mighty Lions defeated
Woodstock Training School 55-
46 in our gym. The high pointer
was Richard Jones. We were
defeated by Mt. Pigsah 74-70 in
an overtime game. Keep the
good work up team. The .poach
is Ira Spillers.
CLUB NEWS
The Pyramid Math club pre-
sented our education week pro-
gram. The speaker was Jesse
Turner. We also had a Thanks-
giving program with the giving
of baskets by students to the
S
needy families of our commu-
nity. The sophomores present-
ed a one-act play based on the
theme.
LATEST JIVE
It is said that Richard Jones
has changed his mind about a
certain junior.
Eunice Logan needs a new
chain for that ring she is sport-
ing.
Stella Harris has got the
power.
Charles Bowers has learned
his lesson.
Charles Logan and Willie
Kearney have reached their
senses.
William Claxton is in love.




By GUEST REPORTER (R.W.)
Hi, there, this is your guest
reporter bringing to you the
latest in reading matter from
around the jazziest school in
the south.
EVENTS:
The annual Basketball Jam.
bore, will held for the schools
on the east aide Nov. 20, 1982
at the Melrose Gym. Schools
participating are Lester.
Douglass, Hamilton and Mel-
rose. Come out and support
the team of your choice.
The Counts Social club is
presenting its annual Instal-
lation Ball at LeMoyne Com-
mons Auditorium, Saturday.
Dec. 1, 1962. From Melrose,
Miss Thelma Glass is running
for permanent countess. We
are urging all students to
come out and support her in
this effort.
IDLE TALK
What is Thelma Glass going
to do for luxuries now that
Olando Harris is playing with
Amelia Gibso n, Jeannette
Bates, and her best friend?
Lawrence Kelly, why do
you walk around Melrose and
Booker T. Washington with
chest sticking out as if you
were a great celebrity?—Cer-
lain people want to know
what's your trouble, they have
excuses, do you?
John Edwards, why try and
keep your doings confidential
everyone knows about Helen
Prudent and Dorothy Agnew
but Sarah. Somebody wants
to know why Lydia Campbell
made such a big change, it
was not for the best in any
way. Anna Smith, although a
certain sophomore doesn't
know yet, she soon will, I talk
a lot about M. L.
Roychester Thomas had a
big run in at Washington last
Wednesday. Tell us about it,
Rod. Lawrence Kelley was a
"Bop Daddy," smile.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF:
So many readers wouldn't
get so upset about the truth—
E. T. & E. R.
TEENS IN THE SWING
Dorothy Agnew, Barabara
Wilson, Sandra McGlawin,
Lorraine Cooper, Glodia Mead-
ows, John Edwards, Royches-
ter Thomas, Truman Hill,
Frank Harris and Peter Sim-
mons.
TOP TWOSOMES
Shirley McCutcheon a n d
Walter Bell.
Janice Hughes and Truman
Hull.
Pat Parrish and The Lover.
Thelma Noel and Walter
Hill.
Barabara Bowdrey and Lo-
renzo Jackson.
MANASSAS HIGH NEWS
By COBY SMITH and
BARBARA DUNCAN
, Sunday, December 2, the PTA
Christine Adair and F rances will sponsor its annual tea in
!Mitchell haven't really found the school cafeteria. Homeroom
!their love. The jiving juniors teachers and room mothers
are wrecking, checking and will compete for honors by so-
decking the night away. licting ads, patrons and con-
FOR YOUR INFORMATION: tributions.
Christine Adair hasn't really Mrs. Katie Sexton, president;
gotten rid of N. B. J. Charles of the PTA is anticipating a
Greene is still seeking an an-, successful tea and urges all
swer from the flower petals.Iparents and students to be
Carl Campbell is rated as the present. All contributions will
girl snatcher, be used .for school improve-
William Claxton is checking ments.
at Manassas High, watch out. The Band Boosters or Manes-
E. L.! Isas have begun a fund raising
John Jordan is acting hu-I drive to purchase additional
man, now that football season music, instruments and uni-
is over. Claude Humphrey hasI forms. The student body is
many admirers. Frank Cox will asked to save and collect al
be placed in the hotel on pop- Dean milk cartons. Gordon's
ular request, if he keeps up the potato chip and skins wrap-
good work, pars, and Tastgee bread wrap-
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF?
Melvin Harris would stay
%home sottietime? John Hamil-
ton and Eugene Hunter would
learn history at the sixth per-
iod instead of how to make
love? Thomas Bethany would
learn a certain person's right
name?
TOP TWENTY:
Nadine Jones, Judy Phillips,
Gladys Exum, Anne Grafereed,
Dorothy Bradley. Azell Smith,
Carl Campbell, Sidney Bowers,
Richard Jones, Andrew Wood-
en, Charles Logan, Joe Sim-
mons. James Nave, Eva Dur-
ette, Dot Johnson, Melvin Har-
ris, Bobby Murray, Thelma
Downey. Mattie Harley, and
Melvin Watkins.
Hamilton High School
Hooks. Their advisor is Mr.
Thomas Doggett, Hamilton's
band instructor. The young men
hltld their annual assembly pro_
gram last week for the pur-
pose of helping the needy.
Their guest speaker was
Prof. Blair T. Hunt former
principal of Elooker T. Wash-
ington.
Officers of this club are:
Robert Wells, president; Theo-
dore Pickett, vice president;
dating, cooking, music, and GIRLS: (1) Lora Greene —
reading. Ham; (2) Velma Rimmer —
So maestro, strike up 'the Car; (3) Thelma Glass—Me.;
band in honor of the Queen of (4) Helen Prudent — BTW; (5)
queens, Miss Patricia Griffin. Rosa Miles — Man; (6) Norma
Taylor — Les; (7); Flora Flem-
mings — Doug; (8) Carla Allen
— Ham; (9) Frankie Mathews
— Man; (10) Betty Laster —
F. B.
BOYS: (1) Ted McDaniel —
Ham; (2) Eugene Lee — Man;
(3) Leo Kolheim — F. B.; (4)
Gus Heath — Car; (5) William
;LIMELIGHT Flemmings — Doug; (6) Eddie
This week we move to Ma- Walsh — Man; (7) Kenneth
By ROSIE TABOR k ;your purposes in life? nassas High school, where we Porter — BTW; (8) John Ed-
MYRTLE RANKIN Who is Lora Greene's next 
'find a very charming young wards — Mel; (9) Orlando liar-
Now that football season is victim now that she has eras-
lady classified as a junior. She ris — BTW; (10) Charles
over we're here to bring you ed Lallon from her list. Will it 
is a member of the Ebonites Wright — Les.
up to the latest during the be back to her old flame 
!Social club, and a member of Smith — Mickey and Mighty Football results last week —.
basketball season. the Bondad's Social 
club. On Mouse. The Lester Lions defeated the
SPOTLIGHT IN THE SWING icampus, The Las Primeros cc- Vera Bogen and Charles Melrose Golden Wildcats 14 to
Doris Price, Eva Britteum,.cunies some of her time. , Washington — Slug and 6. The Carver Cobras defeatedThis week our white and'
blue falls on the Los Caballe- Carolyn 
Hollingsworth, Jackie Recently she was elected Nancy. I the Douglas Red Devils 27 to 7.
ros club which consists of well- 'Young, Elice Reese, 
Mary EsliMiss Junior" by the iuniorL Bonnie Collins and Charles' So until next week this is
mannered young men and i i ridge, 
Carole Jones, phyliss class. Yes, she is Miss Janice!Whitsey — Mutt and Jeff. 'Dorothy and Stella saying holdther
sweetheart, Miss Patricia Davis, Eliza Brown, Lena Elaine Hill, the 
lovely daugh- —Glande Harris and Thelma on to your pride and we'll beI 
Glass Heckle and Jeckle. back with more "Teen Talk."
—Troy King and Arenthia STRANGE AS IT SEEMS
Leath — Mr. and Mrs. America.1 Orlando Harris is cool —
TID BITS Melba Watson and Kenneth
Barbara Tuggle so sorry you Porter have called it quits —
think you have Ulysses Holmes
because Ardie Ward has him.
Veda Reed was seen writing
John Arnold a love letter but
Lydia Campbell SEM actions
sneak louder than words . . .
there are ten who link therei
We have the latest news and: Father Bertrand had the best name with Orlando Harris . . .
Earnest Batten, secretary; Har- gossip of the week and herellooking Homecoming Queen Kay Jay claims man, but
yell Cooper, assistant secre- we are bringing it straight to'and Court . . . gew want her ... Eunice Logan
tary; Robert Davis, treasurer; You. I Betty Agness and Oscar Reed 
is an ont-of-siaht young lady'
Uriah McGhee, chaplain; Clar- It's been said that: 'make an ideal couple (ha ha)Ib'llov" him and don't listnn to
ence Bolden, parliamentarian; Troy King has come out of Aubrey Yates likes to give vo:arp vfrilm 
walking 
papersendwsalokryouwil1 re-
Ted McDaniel, business man- nose jobs but can't face reality 
".v o
ager and James Carpenter, re- when he receives one .. . Dorothy J.MPS. some got it and
porter. Mrs. Pearl Coleman is is some ain't. (Sorry you werePeggy, who's -fat class ring
club parent. Mrs. V. Haysbert that you are wearing? (You one of the unfithmAte ones.)
is club mother. have everybody guessing.) "WORDS OF WEEK"
QUESTION OF THE WEEK G. M. has competition and 
In!tead of "Together we
Will Hamilton be tops on the she should be worried . . . 
stand, divided we fall" it's:
hardwood? Jimmy Jackson claims Gloria 
"Together „,n,etrroid.eaierisvirirgttwoe.
ON THE OTHER HAND Denton as his own — (or is it walk.” —
Uriah McGhee, Robert Da- the other way around) ? ? ? 
ToP GIRL
via, Harold Beane are still A certain girl admires Roy 
Irene Johnson. Margorette
holding on to their cool dis- 
Cotter. Bettye Acness. Clan-
position in life. 
,dvie.n,e1 Cooper and Heverly Bras-
Earnest Batten and Maud- Pt* LAS /
ette Brownlee are still part-
ners in a certain contract. 
Wide. 1.ss”srd Werra
J
Anne Burford talks about 
oshoa Ware William James
John Betsch. 
and Cobv S ith.
icnimono.
GENTS: Larry Dailey. Rob-
ert Wells, Theodore Pickett,
Rufus Coleman, Floyd Burse,
Lester Hamilton, Bill Cunning-
ham, Reginald Thompson, Mat_
thew Dandridge, E. Batten and
J. Carpenter.
pers. Let's make this drive suc-
cessful.
IN YOUR SPARE TIME
The big platter prediction all
over town and especially
around Tigerville is Laura by
Manassas' own Sir Isaac Hayes.
For you who haven't heard,
this wax to watch is really
Number One.
Don't forget to visit your li-
brary this week and while
your're there, try reading or
checking out the Book of Eti-
quette.
Last week, classes were in-
terrupted to give the students
something you may not get in
class, the inspiration to achieve.
Our student body heard the
Rags to Riches story of Dr. Der-
ring King, one of the leading
ministers of not only our na-
tion but of the world. Dr. King
talked on the "Day of Reckon-
ing," discussing the wasted
talent of students. Dr. King
may have long since been for-
gotten but few Manassites will
lose the meaning of the words
spoken by this eloquent man.
SPOTLIGHT
"You don't drive a big fine
car, you don't look like a
movie star, and on your money
we won't get far but baby,
you've got what it takes." This
week in the glow of the gold
and blue is a young lady who
certainly has what it takes—
personality.
I'm talking about Miss Pa-
tricia Griffin, whom you may
know as Homecoming Queen
or a senior member of the Pep
Squad. Fat is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lillie Griffin and
resides at 335 Dixie Mall.
Around the campus she is well-
liked by the student body as
well as the faculty and main-
tains above average grades.
In religious life Pat is an ac-
tive member of Greater White
Stone. Her hobbies are dancing.
Rosie Tabor and Jewell Ber- !evening, and your more strik- he .played both basketball and
ry, Ted McDaniel and Twyla I ins, hair-dos. ' football and Xavier univeriajr
Miles, James Carpenter and You don't deliberately set out in New Orleans where he ms-
Brenda Rice, Sarah Rubin and to appear casual, either. Floppy' jored in physical education.
John Edwards, Vera Merril hair bows and eye - catching!
and Henry Petty. Isweaters for instance are a bit tact Delores Buchanan .
Now that football is almost nonchalant for the office scenc.1 IF Will Parker didn't likS
over the season girls will leave Instead you choose apparel - -9
that's simple. You develop a IF Hubert McGhee didn't
..
taste for neatly tailored suits, , have a crush on Faye Turner?
The good secretary will find , IF The Los Caballeros and
•
that she meets many of the fol- sq
lowing qualifications. The ex- 
,E,fluhiien• gss?weren't in the swing
ecllent secretary will rate evenl IF Pete Wells would show
higher, and the super-secretary Myrtle Hankins how he feels?
will discover she meets almost IF Whittier Sengstacke and
all of them. 'Beverly Green went steady?
mings, Simone McAnully, "Good Grooming is a Neces- IF Eunice Logan and Den
Amelia Gibson, Betty Agness,isity" was discussed by the fol- Hancock weren't tight?
Dorothy Graham. Quincy Mc-Ilowing members of the Fresh- NOTICE .
Donald, and Brenda McCul- I man Class last Friday. Chair- i The Counts Social Club is
er Tillman has sole power of lough. I giving a dance at the LeMoyne
IL. M. Carroll — Clivetta Hos- 
,man - Queen Williams, Panel
Commons on Saturday, Dec. I.!kins like them tall, dark, and at 8 o'clock. The admission isThe Way We See It'handsome — Joe Sandridge is '$1 for single and $1.75 a couple.talking to Cherly Tucker — SOCIALITES: ,
;Dorothy Graham, are you go- DO L I. S: Myrtle Rankin',
ing fo attend Hamilton's Coro- By DOROTHY LEWIS and about that M. W? Amos Miller Thelma Noel, Rieki McGraw,
nation Ball? — The name Don-, BOBBY DAVIDSON has an admirer at Bertrand ....Tune Saville. Roger House, Iris
ald Moss gives Jackie Young This week, Leo Kolheim Clivetta Hoskins would like for Corporal. Simone McAnulty.,
"goose" pimples — Charles
Brannigan, we're sorry you walks into the spotlight. 
He it to be known that she is no' Stella Harris, Eunice Logan,
wasn't invited to our party, resides with his mother, Mrs..lo 
nger interested in Robert Da- and Carol Wilson.
'via . . . Rosie Tabor has found G U Y S: Archie ScruggL
• '11 take care of you next Betsy Kolheim at 5095 Twelfth!tnt 
- a.
time. Road. 
, you can't hide from love Wayne Williams, Adell Smith.
TOP COUPLES 
I. . . Henry Petti is a playboy Robert Wells. Gus Heath, Dan
He is a 17 year old senior at'. . . Betty Laster and ArthurlHancock, Clyde Warren, Jeil
1. Loretta Shores and Char- Father Bertrand High schooldGreene are just friends . . . Isterry, Lewis Hines, and Joe
lie Wilks. He is vice president to the sen- Lawrence Trotter trying to con-iDuckett.
2. Yvonne Riley and Aubrey
,Howard. 
ior class. He is also president
of the National Honor Society
and president of the fabulous
Counts Social club.
IT MAKES YOU WONDER
3. Lora Greene and Robert
Davis.
4. Dorothy Graham a n d
Archie Scruggs.
5. Lydia Campbell and John
Arnold.
6. Tywla Miles and Ted Mc-
Daniel.
"TEENS ABOUT TOWN"
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Hill, who reside at 2296 Eld-
ridge located in the Northern
part of Memphis.
A salute to a very nice young
lady.
LOOK-A-LIKES
Ludeen and Grady Terrell
James Carpenter, and Bill
Cunningham talk about two
Manassas Tigers but Janice Hill
is not included.
• 
Dorothy James and Joe Duck-
ett are about to get into some-
thing. Andrew Matlock, Larry
Iohnsait, Frederick Johnson
and Percy Chambers what are
his shell ...
Dan Hancock has a new, true
love (no she doesn't go to Ham-
ilton or Bertrand).
Rick McGraw is very faith-
ful and loyal to Bud . . .
Thelma Jefferson and Fred
Carr are growing closer to-
gether . . .
Phyllis Gregory has several
admires around T. T W. Bar-
bara White was seen singing Scott at F. B. but his eye is on
"Handful of Memories" . . . football.
Joyce Cochrane and Stanley Roger Nouse doesn't have
Beal go together (this one's Henry Petty the way she thinks
hopeless for you Camels). Donald Moss has a new am-
Erma Keith and Patrica Dix- bition and we don't mean girls
son admire Edgar Davis (Say Hazel (Fla H.) How was your
girls give up because he's not bir night? ? ?
going to be yours). Say Bondards how was your
Miss Douglass (F ootball dance, we didn't hear too much
Queen) was the biggest joke of about it ...
the season... Minor who's green car is that
James and Rachel may make we have seen you in? ?
that all important stop . . . Pauline why aren't you al-
Geraldine Parks has a hook lowed at Hamilton bus stop?
in Sam McDowells' nose . . . Charles what happened,
DIGGINGS WITE
DEE and D
By DOROTHY GRAHAM and
DAN HANCOCK
TEENAGE EXPRESS
— Dagwood and Daisy.
Simone and Ron — Smoky
Bear and Yogi Bear.
Willie Ann and Duke — Duke
and Duchess of Earl.
Lewis Hines and Lucy Yates
— Pluto and Olive Oyl.
Yvonne Riley and Larry
thought yo and Cheryl were
so tight?
Why i4 Elizabeth Saunders
looking Or a love?
Barbe niggle had better
hold cssfreal tight .
Leesn this is not the 18th
centwly — pull that skirt UP.
TEEN TALK- Henderson BusinessCollege
By DOROTHY JAMES k Joe Duckett is Mr. All Around HONOR STUDENTS 1 — Sammie Edwards,
STELLA HARRIS — Richard Dorsey has lost
interest in Bonnie Collins — 
S h i r 1 e y Andrews, Willardl Hunt, Lois Bailey,
Black, Barbara Brown, Geral- Randle and Dorothy N
dine Buford, Ina Ray Cobb,I The career we have
Evelyn Dailey, Sammie Ed- is said to be "A Woman's
wards, Mary Eddings, Eloise in a Man's World."
Hall, Sandra Henderson, Chris-1 Dress, poise and person
tine Hill, Sadie Hoskins, Ma-are of vital importance, t
mie Hunt, Barbara Jones,' fore "Good Grooming is-t1
Esther Jones, Shirley Knox, Necessity" in our field as wellJanice Hill, Georgia Gannon,
Walton are going to Hamiltons' Beverly Watkins, and Maud- 
Carol Kelso, Vera Lane, Pearl. as others.
ette Brownlee — Lawrence 
ene McGee, Essie MeSwine, -----Coronation ball.
Mary Ann 
Berry with a long-handled are getting together — Betty Nubia'
ElizMaobreeteh, Dpourtn,tehl: AEndp l Former TeacherRosie Tabor is feeding Jewel Griffin and Maryland Roby 
spoon — Larry Johnson would Laster is quiet until Christmas 
die Mae Porter, Carolyn Ran At Bertrand Tolike to get better acquainted _ Roosevelt Howard is light- die' Mary Scott. Sylvia Sinsi,
with Loretta Shores — Flora weight champion in the field t r 
Ethel Stirgus. Mary Thorn-,  a_ 0 a
Flemmings is the Drum Major- of boxing — Believe it or not.:aads'aYB.
In
43 i Atkins.I 22-yea r - O l dIette of the year — James Car-
penter says that Brenda Rice 
these teens just can't resist hams. Owen Williams. Penny son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee A.
Bobbie Jean FWractlilksieAnwlaini.- TeachRo1
the smell of gasolene: Helen
is a bit wild for him — Fred Ann Williams, Queen Williams Atkins. sr., of 1984 Frisco st.,Prudent, Eddie Walsh, Bever-Griffin hasn't given up yet .yi Watkins, Donald Moss, De- 
and Irene Woods. has volunteered for the Peace
Vera Merritt — Joe Duckett is ,,,,,..1.1 warms.y, SUPER-SECRETARY1 Orlando Har- Almost every 
,Corps and is presently In
called "Little Bo Peep" — ''''' " executive ad- training for an assignment I is
Joyce Walton and Roy Scott ris, Lydia Campbell, Royches- mires neat grooming and eon; a physical education teacherter Thomas, Cassandra White, servat ive clothing. But veryare tight -- Theodore Pickett at Texas Western college at
are you and Norma Taylor still
kicking — Maudette Brownlee
is noticed for nose jobs, how
about that Ernest Batten — Graham, . _. ___. ,Viiginia Haws, '"trappings for after-office hours,lcation with his parents, Atkii hi
Barbara Hoskins claims she is •ris Webb, Cedric Rice, eli-lwhen you want to attract rath-' will be sent to Columbia.vette ,Hoskins and Frankie!er than distract attention.the properly Of Sam McDowell South America. -Mathey, s.
1— Orlando Harris is tipping 1 You also save your more, He is a graduate of Father
on Thelma Glass — Cedric TOP COUPLES i breath-taking make-up for the;Bertrand High school where
Rice's nickname is party crash-
er — Helen Prudent will never
forget Tyrone Smith, right Hel-
en? — Yvonne Riley is small,
but powerful—Robert Davidson
and the "Monster Mash" have
something in common—Law-
rence Hill says he is free as a
bird—Penny Ishmael has com-
petition with P. Ward—Anne
Johnson and the Duke are on
the scene — Dan Hancock's
nose is sore from nose jobs,
ha-ha-ha — Sitnone MeAnulty
can cover the ground she has
possession of namely, Ron Es-
ter — Betty Agness has gone
from bad to worse — Roose-
velt Howard has beaten Troy
King to the punch, how about
that Virginai Harris? — Glov-
Hello there, we are your Alice Taylor is a heartbreaker
news reporters bringing you _ Glover Tillman can't hold
up to date in -Teenage Land." on — Yvonne Riley is small
Rumors about town — Myr- but powerful — Loretta Shores
tie Hankins has captured Rob- and Charlie Wilks are tight—
ert Wells' heart — Rosie Miles,
who is the lucky fellow? —
Dorothy Lewis and Thomas
the gridiron and go to the
hardwood.
The Season Girls Are:
Loretta Shores. Velma and
Vera, Bonnie Collins, Sallye
Ross, Yvonne Riley, Rosetta
McKinley, Roger House, Geor-
gia Gai-mon, Carole Jones,
Buddie Taylor. Flora Flern-
Somc of the members of the
Ernest Batten Fan Club are
oe uc e • Yvonne itiiey, few apnreciate glamour in an ,E1 Paso, Texas.
Lawrence Hill, Jackie Walker. office. So you, clever girl. save After the completion of hAttThe Bobo Brothers, Dorothy'
• • • • 'your more colorful and festive training and a Christmas va-
Is Willie Ann Johnson, Char-
les Ingram's only girl? Sheri-
dan "Biscuit" Washington and
Frank Yates are looking for
loves .. . Larry Clark is divid-
ing his time between Jeanette
Rayner and Erlene Corlly . . .
Preston Peyton and Virginia
Harris have called it quits . .
Lawrence Griffin has eyes only
for Maryland Roby ... Is there
something cooking between
Lynn Ulen and Ted McDaniel
... Joyce Walton and Theodore
Anderson have been seen to-
gether lately ... Dorothy
James has Frank Reynolds
covered . . . Pauline Robinson
what is it that you like about
Hamilton's boys ... Clyde War-
ren and Roger House why do
you hate to admit that you
want to get together ... Lewis
Hines and Lucy Yates. Ricki
McGraw and Floyd Price are
still tight . . . What's between
Lloyd Greene and Lenora Bren-
son ... Cotis Woods and Joyce
Rankin are no longer interest-
ed in each other ... Betty Ag-
nes is interested in a certain
Hamilton senior (A. S.) . . . Is
there anything between Charlie
McCrav and Thomas Walton
. . . What has happened to Si-
mone McAnulty and Ronald
Ester? Sarah Rubin thinks she
has John Edward covered, how
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To The Memory Of UV
It was homecoming for the alumni
of the University of West Tennessee
when they met at a banquet last week
to pay memory to the University
which was responsible for the pro-
fessional eduction and training they
received.
The University which is no more,
closed its doors forever in 1923 be-
cause it was not blessed with endow-
ments or any other means of obtain-
ing funds with which to continue op-
eration.
which is no more, closed its doors for-
Nevertheless the alumni of the
school should still feel very proud of
the bridge which carried them over.
We feel sure that Dr. C. M. Rout-
hac and Dr. John H. Seward are
proud of the training they received
at the school. Both men were given
a token of honor by the alumni dur-
ing the banquet last week.
We saluate the memory of the
University of West Tennessee. We
congratulate the alumni of the school.
Lets Dress Up Beale Street
The short crooked street which
has won for Memphis world-wide
fame is being treated like a step-child.
Tourists seek the street. Local citi-
zens ignore it. Writers over the years
have played it up. Policemen have
played it down. Musicians set its fame
to lyrics. Local citizens have held it
up to shame.
There should be a concerted move
to capitalize on the World-Wide fame
of the street which has undergone the
blight of the Yellow Fever, sent the
late William Christopher Handy to
international renown, and put a tune
in the mouths of innumerable singers
as well as thrusted a score of music
in the hands of many music stylists.
We favor businessmen establish-
ing all sorts of shops, places of recre-
ation and entertainment along the
Famous Beale Street.
Let us deck Beale Street out




Now that the air is clear of any im- they want Republicans in the state Senate
mediate political election, lets review some and House of Representative. Democrats
of the oustanding activities and events defeated decisively every other Republican
which lead to the election results, in the local general election.
First, let us consider the defeat of the Another interesting angle to the De-
proposed Charter For Consolidation of mocrats versus Republican congressional
Memphis and Shelby County govern- candidates is, if Dr. Ross Pritchared (who
ments. Defeat of the charter, which would politicked upon an appointive job in Wash-
have cleared the way for consolidation, ington) had won the August Primary, it
was not indicative of absolute opposition is reasonable to assume that Robert James
to the idea of consolidated governments would have defeated him in the general
— rather it indicated that the majority of election because James is more represen-
voters did not approve this particular tative of the "conservative south" Dr.
charter. Pritchard was considered "too liberal" for
Also aiding the defeat of the charter majority of local voters.
were several other extenuating circum- If the adage "To the victor belongs the
stances. First, the charter was not under- spoils" has any merit, then Congressman
stood thoroughly by a staggering number Davis, whom the Negro voters retrived
of voters. Secondly, the charter was vic- from the brinks of defeat, should put Ne-
tirnized by demagogism. And thirdly, ap- groes high on his list for political jol.s.
parently a great number of voters were It would be most unwise for the congress-
either so confused or disgusted — or both man to forget this.
_ until they failed — out of fear or dis- PRIMARY ELECTION
interest — to vote. A statement from the Shelby County
CLIFFORD DAVIS Democratic club, signed by Atty. A. W.
If and when another charter for con- Willis, Jr., and Rev. Alexander Gladney,
solidation is written, it should be put on President of the club — took credit for
the ballot only after we have changed saving Cliff Davis from defeat. The writ-
our present form of city government to ten statement, which was published in
councilmanic-mayor. Councilmen should newspapers recently — caused a lot of
be elected from districts, comment in political circles, because it
Concerning the congressional race, Clif_ was vividly recalled that Frank Kilpatrick
ford Davis had the political shaking of resigned as president of the Shelby County
his life. He came dangerously close to Democratic club just prior to the Aug. 2
being defeated by a political unknown. Primary Election because the Democratic
Robert "Bob" James, owner of the Mem_ club failed to support Davis' candidacy.
, phis Heuse Cleaning Company, who ran It is a matter of record that the Democratic
on a Republican ticket. Club's endorsement and support of Dr.
Davis' almost-upset has several signifi- Pritchard's candidacy for congressman
cant ramificiations. contributed to the split-and-splintering of
First, it indicates that winning a primary the club's membership.
election in this Democratic stronghold is WAR CRY
no longer tantamount to being elected. It is also a matter of record that the
Secondly, a lot of white Democrats disap. Shelby County Democratic club has never
proved of Davis voting to increase the endorsed the candidacy of Davis in a
Rules Committee in Washington, which Primary election. However it was thought
has a strangle-hold on Civil Rights legis. by some of the Club's member that it was
lations. Thirdly, a lot of former white Politically smart to endorse him just be-
Mississippians now living in Memphis fore the November General Election after
vindicated their feelings about the Federal he had defeated Dr. Pritchard and State
Government's role in the James H. Mere- Senator Lewis Taliaferro. Thus, Cliff Davis
dith enrollment at Ole Miss by voting for recieved an endorsement from the De-
e Republican. mocratic club.
REPUBLICANISM Many deep political wounds have fested.
In the third place. Congressman Davis And they always do whenever campaigns
has forgotten how to campaign on the are geared to personalities rather than on
grass-root level, which James did. How- political issues. Some of the local politi-
ever, the big vote piled up by James is cians have displayed radicalism where
not indicative of a rapidly increasing mem- reason would have prevented the inflict-
bership in the local Republican party. It ing of wounds in the first place.
revealed the number of Democrats who The lesson taught — leading up to the
were opposed to returning Cliff Davis to Primary Election and the General Elec-
Washington, D. C. However, they were tions should be taken to heart — and
not so in love with Republicanism until no more should the war cry suffer.
Minister Guest Speaker Of Memphis Frontiers
Two great world powers!
(United States and Russia)1
with an ideology each, are bat-.
Clog for the minds of men,
said Rev. Lawrence T. Hay-
good, pastor of Parkway Gar-
dens Presbyterian church,
when he was the guest speaker
at a luncheon meeting of the
Memphis Frontiers Interna-
tional club last Wednesday!
Rev, .Haygood went on to
point out that we are a part
of a world-wide revolution
which is threatened by nu-
clear warfare, interplanetary
guided missiles, economic
change, social change as well
as a technical revolution.
He explained, "We are wit-
nessing the disappearance of
ancient kingdoms and the rise
of new 'nations. Of the 2.10
millionetroid people in the
world an estimated two-thirds
of them live in Africa."
The speaker said, "In Amer-
ica, there is a great change in
the south which has been
brought about by sit-ins and
the Federal government taking
a greeter stand in enforcing
constitutional laws." He refer-
red to James H. Meredith's
entry to the University of hits-
sisippi in vpxford.




DURING POLITICAL campaigns a lot
of mud gets slung. It seems a shame that
campaigns cannot be confined to issues
and that mud-slinging and personalities
always seem to have to come into the pic-
ture.
One of the slanders noised about in
New York State, promoted by anti-Nelson
Rockefeller forces, was that the Governor
was trying to buy his way to re-election
and to the Presidency by giving money
to causes and unfairly exploiting the phi-
lanthropies of his family which have aid-
ed the Negro people.
We do not believe Nelson Rockefeller
is trying to buy people.
We believe that his generosity and that
of his family has been sincerely motivated
by the idea of seeking to improve our so-
ciety by expanding opportunities for un-
dernrivileged and oppressed people.
We happen to know for a fact that—
when he first ran for governor — Mr.
Rockefeller seriously frustrated his press
people by ordering that no political capital
be made of what he and his family had
done for causes. It was only when some
reckless unfair and dishonest charge were
made against him that the then candidate
for governor agreed to allow the record
to be revealed of the history of Rockefeller
philanthropy and his own.
Moving Demonstration
WE HAPPEN to have been given a
moving demonstration about how the gov-
ernor feels about giving—only a few weeks
ago.
In late October, the Rev. George Law-
rence, pastor of Brooklyn's Antioch Bap-
tist church, invited us to make the pre-
sentation of a National Baptist Lyman of
The Year Award to the governor at a Sun-
day service at Antioch.
Rev. Lawrence's church is a socially
progressive church. In its 43-year history
there have been only two pastors. The
Rev. Moses Paylor actually died in his
pulpit, a grand old veteran of unselfish
service.
Rev. Lawrence, who is 33 years old,
combines his own youthful militant crea-
tivity with a deep respect for the tradi-
tions of the church and the example set
by Dr. Paylor who had given his life for
Antioch.
Great Inspiration
IT WAS Rev, Lawrence who persuaded
his church to purchase a building next
door to the church and to name it Moses
Paylor Neighborhood Center. This build-
ing vrill be of great inspiration, not only
to Antioch youngsters, but to youth of the
entire community which is part of the
much written-about tedford-Stuyvesant
area.
The center will encourage youth, dra-
matize our racial background through
books, paintings and sculpture and provide
delinquency deterrent for the community.
The governor noticed the big, attractive
sign on the building next to the church—
a sign which announced the program of
the center. 'He also noticed that Antioch,
housed in an old building, had totally re-
furbished the exterior and that its grounds
are as carefully tended as those of any
proud suburban estate.
He read in the Antioch bulletin that
the church will undertake a huge job of
beautifying the interior.
Without saying a word to anyone, Gov-
ernor Rockefeller made un his mind to
Five some substance to the gesture the
church made that Sunday mornine when
they gave him honorary membership.
Donates Securities
A FEW DAYS after preaching the lay
sermon at Antioch and accenting the
award, Gov. Rockefeller sent Rev. Law-
rence a letter notifying the minister that
he was transferring to Antioch a gift of
100 Standard Oil securities to be used in
any manner the church saw fit to aid its
In the letter the governor reminisced
that, back in 1888—almost three-quarters
of a century ago—his grandfather had
made a rift of $1,000 toward construction
of the old Greene Avenue Baptist Church
whieh now houses Antioch.
This gift was made in a spirit of en-
couraging the old church's members to
give more e en erousht themselves and to
work hard to raise the needed funds. Old
Greene Avenue members matched the
•
Roclmfoller's pf ft with score $9.000.
,thonatn.nrewto ,A;:t ow„tillpreu.oircotfefin.
hr
I have known about this story for sev-
eral weeks, but it was the governor's wish
that no information be released about it
prior to Election Day.
And this is the- man whom some have
accused of trying to buy his way into peo-ple's hearts!
The People Speak
Proud Of Africa Link
Dear Editor:
As a reader of your paper
it is my contention that your
r ports on or about Africa are
very informing.
It is beyond me why any-
one of color should object to
news of Africa. In my opinion
we cannot learn too much
about our fatherland or coun-
try. Other groups of people
world over are proud to honor
t: sir ancestors.
Being an American, I think,
Is the pride of 95 per cent of
the black men in this country.
But let's face facts. We have
been fighting for over 100
years for the cherished honor
of being first-class citizens.
But has this honor been ob-
tained? No and only Provi-
dence knows when it will be.
People from all over the
werld COD become dear to the
U.S. and in a few months be.
ems American eltlawas, r
vided they do not have any
so-called NegrO blood.
I am proud to be of African
descent. So please keep run-
ning those articles about Afri-
ca in your paper.
We are trying herd to be-
come Americans. But we re-
fuse to admit our African con-





Throw Out Spiritual Ads
Dee Editor:
Na matter how much rev-
enue your spiritual advisor,
c'assified ads reap, I feel they
should be discontinued at
Except for violent'. slanted
rep'-- rig( or just plain bed
rePorting.`there is nothing thrt
degrades * Negro newspaper
more than the screening solici-
tations of the Prophet T. ggles,
the Seta Raises and the
like.
is
I am sure that your integ-
rity would keep you from car-
ryl- a page ad from some
White Citizen's Council or Ku
Klux Klan chapter asking for
donations frOm your readers
to aid 'teir profane cause. So
why should them self styled
era ta aided in bilking the
naive segment of the public
of time and money?
The Defender is one of the
too few Negro dailies in the
world; it is a good paper, it
has excellent coverage of etir,.
rent events, 't has well-writ-
ten feature articles, it boasts
1100d writing and excels with
sound editorials.
But sir, that one section of
your classified ads, L enough
to project a false i naze to new
readers, IIIIVUte the suspicions
Of Others, and enough to de-






NAT D. WILLIAMS Ail
TOUGH AND TICKLISH
That's a tough and ticklish situation
existing at the Wilson Packing company
plant here in Memphis.
In a nutshell the company has sin•
nounced plans to close about the middle.cr;
this month. That'll throw some 450 man
out of work. Over six out of every ten
local employes of the company are Ne-
groes. The plant's payroll runs into mil'
lions of dollars per year.
The company claims it is not in post
tion to compete with other packing cosn.
panics operating in these parts, unless Its
employes agree to take a reduction in pal&
Of course, it's not entirely so much a car
down on the employes' pay the company
claims it wants as some kind of adjiist
ment downward in the fringe benefits 0,4,
workers receive under their union cask
tract. • !?•-•
MAJOR CONCERN
A three-way debate has been going on
for some time now between Mayor Hent
Loeb, the company representatives, tai4
the union representatives.
Mr. Loeb is seeking to persuade the
company to keep its Memphis plant open
This is in line with the desire of the city
to keep established business concerns here
satisfied, and to bring in new businesses
This means more jobs, more money -4re
local circulation, and more general pros.
perity and growth for Memphis. That's.
major concern of progressive communittM
all over the country, particularly in UM,
South. And it's the kind of concern that'
makes sense. Mayor Loeb's position Eli:
quately represents the view of any
thoughtful and concerned Memphian.-
The company holds that closing of it.
Memphis plant, under present competitivt
conditions, will save the concern money
and enable it to continue to make a profit
As it is, automation (labor saving device9
and practices), have made many Brandt
plants like the one at Memphis largely
unnecessary. Consolidation of many o.
these plants is a logical step.
WORKER'S PAY
And yet, such consolidation will throv,
hundreds of men out of work. This means
dislocation or maybe even hardship So'
them and their families. In fact, such site
ations have so many ramifications the
are hard to list.
But from a purely business point o:
view, omitting the so-called human factor
the company's position is understandable
It is understood that the company is will
log to re-consider the idea of closing ,i.
their employes' union is willing to emetic
3 contract and cut out some of the fringe
f•-i-rre benefits include
such things as special insurance polio,*
extra vacation time, sick leave pay t
the like . . . depending upon what •
union leaders have been able to obtain I
the workers on the basis of negotiation.
In short, the company wants to cut the
workers' pay, if it is to keep its Mem
plant open.
IN THE SOUTH
Incidentally, one of the other pac
companies has made such an arrangemen.
with its workers, and its local planer&
mains open.
But the union spokesmen have a str
position too. They hold that they canp
go along with steps that will undermin.
their organization and eventually lose
their hard-won gains on behalf of Ow
working men. The hold that they have lot),
strived to bring wages in the South
a level with those in other parts of th
country. The South's wages have been Aci
ditionally the lowest in the nation.
It's the union's view that it is unfair t.
ask local packing company workers to take'
wage cuts and otherwise do more tilde'
workers in other sections are asked to' tit'
in order to keep plants in operation.;;;;
And that's where the situation stall*
as of this writing.
STARVATION WAGES .
But now let's ask some qUestiMS'
Which would be worse ... a complete ciok
ing down of a local plant, or a wage
and continuation on the job? Aren't Christ
mas and the spending holidays miglit,
close to have one's place of employmen$
shut down only 10 days before the dints.
of the season? Would it be worse 1111
Memphis to lose a plant or for the worikfer
to lose some of their pay? 
•:nrf)
More people than just the Mayornn.
Memphis should try for some answerck
helping to solve this ticklish and
problem. Everybody in Memphis wtifIlit
affected by the decisions made. There*
good arguments on all three sides. .
company has a valid point, based on
signs of the times and the demands .o
competition. The union has a good sid•
based On the right of a person to receive
adequate pay for his labor, and all th.
other legitimate benefits which moder
labor organization has brought to him
The city has its strong argument based ci
its desire for progress and growth and ,
stable economic foundation.
So, it's to be hoped that Mayor Loel
will be able to referee this tug-of-war be
tween a strong union and a strong con'
pany. Here's hoping he'll be able to k
the Wilson branch plant here in Memphi
. . . and that the hundreds of workers in










































































































































































































































In an effort to make things promise that "time will take admit Ken
nar d. Another
easy for school and state offi- care of things," Coleman asked charge: 
Kennard had been en-
is the strange case of a Ne- 
tellisaeo scilooi intsgrauun cials—yet hewing with singu- Kennard to 
desist in his cam- gaged in "shady dealings."
dap who tried to play ball
With Dixiecrat politicians
on school integration . .
and lost. The price he is pay-
ink is seven years in prison,
it wasn't a story out of
Mississippi, it might be classi-
fied among Ripley's celebrated
"Betieve-It-Or-Nots."
In the telling, it could be
Comic—if it wasn't so tragic.
tile aoui.h. , ler verve to his sole ambition , paign until 
after the elections. What kind of shady dad,
Ist.Att had HOME 1 —Kennard made it known that Kennard 
went along with ings?"
Mississippi Southern was he didn't believe in forced the program.
 "Just shady dealings."
Meanwhile, a plan was Naturally, the arresting offi-
located no more than a quer- integration.
ter-hour's drive from hen- He offer e d to take his, 
quietly hatched through which cers denied that they were
courses all at night, if that the whites hoped to 
discour- part of a plot against Ken-
was what the school officials age Kennard, once and for all.
 nerd. They claimed t:ley had
preferred. He eschewed corn-.At least two Hattiesburg 
Ne- seen a speeding car on the
pletely the practiced plan of gro educators were asked by
 highway, lost it, then traced
school, and Negro though he letting the NAACP head a the 
whites to talk to Ken- it to the campus.
was, bee o in e a part of its flying, legal wedge for him. nerd. 
The Mississippi Sove- A relative's statement that
broad-w a I k e d lily-ponded. He counted heavily on the 
reignty Commission, a segre- Kennard didn't even di inc pap
after his arrest, claimed the
feed hoppers were filled with
mash and "the chickens were
having a ball."
Kennard was sentenced to
seven years in prison.
The all-white jury took only
10 minutes to hand down the
guilty veddict.
Appeals failed.
Clyde Kennard has now
served two years at Parchman
Pen. Despite his experiences,
he refused to become embit-
tered. He still says, in fact:
"There are good people at
Mississippi Southern."
Meanwhile, James H. Mere-
dith has effected an uneasy
integration at Ole Miss—the
University of Mississippi.
If he ever happens to think
of Clyde Kennard while sitting
in an Ole Miss class, chances
are Meredith contemplates
Kennard's residency in prison
and sighs gratefully. "There,
'This is the case of Clyde 
but for the grace of God, go
!ivy-covered campus. "liberality" of "new, whits 
gation-enforcement group, be-
Kennard, a former University! To think such thoughts in Southrners." 
gan pressuring certain people 
was ignored.
He was fined $600, and
the most rock-ribbed bastion 
in Hattiesburg. through legal    shenanigans, 
--
of Chicago student, who's now , gnr/BBED LEGAL AID
oi segregatisnist pr a c tic e s, "These people at Mississioni was prevented his 
right oi ap- Nonviolent Group
in America, proved that Ken-, Southern are more liberal," he 
But Kennard would not quit. n‘...1
nard was a man of daring and said once. "They're not like
! He'd filed his application in "---
courag2, as an ex-paratroop- the old ones. I'll rt. in without 
But regardless of the fault Sets 3-Day Meetj the fall of 1959 and his nes- in some of his methods, Ken-
But 
might well be. the courts." 
i oning now was, "It's a ques-, nerd had thrown a strong fear
Kennard was, also, in into Gov
. Coleman who said
essence, foolhardy.
He counted too heavily on
vaunted "Southern hospital-
ity" and . storied "Southern
honor."
He thought that if he played .1, • 
was sufficient. There'd be no
ball, worked quietly, almost ts 
i , Dixiecrats have espoused zens Council, _he continued to alternative but to close the
quietly as an FBI agent; 
ai_ for years in supporting their j trust him,
seareeationist practices. Following a quarter-hour in- college."
lay white fears of a Negro 'SAVE' THE DAYGrammatically, the lettsr terview. Kennard returned to
m a a s-integration movement, wsa masterful. 
The .itate "saved" the day[
say the things he thought the 
his car. a 1956 Mercury, where:
with a f,,lony charge.
segregationists liked to hear, "No 
nieger coulda written . he was greeted by two l
aw-
Anybody with a felony on
they would make him an ex- 
i that." one Dixiecrat said .men who placed him un
der!
,his record could not be admit-.arrest, charging him with
ception to the rule, and -hia scornful
ly. ,ted to a state school.
personal purpose would be The "Uncle Tom" approach l"reckì sg 
driving." Next came the episode of
served. ; did get Kennard considerable 
Kennard was driven to jail
the chicken feed.
mileage—though it didn't getjia one 
lawman's car while the
On a Sunday morning inPerhaps because he had liv-
him in school. I other drove 
his.
ed outside the South for many September, 1960, the ForrestI Sometime after Kennard was
years, or perhaps because he OFFERED DEAL. jailed, a constable reported C o u n t y Coopera
tive ware-
had been brainwashed by tales house was burglarized of $25
of Dixieland gallantry, Ken- worth of chicken feed.
nerd was "taken in" by school Kennard was named as an
and state officials whom he accessory and arrested almost
had approached with an open- immediately.
faced cards-on-the-table plat-
t—a-;-adinal Carries On
Tradition Of African Popes
VATICAN CITY, Italy— ir
With more and more Afri- 1
CMS becoming Catholics I i
And at least 260 African
ops participating in the
umenical Council, the chan-
ces of there being another Ne-
gro Pope by the end of the
century becomes a possibility
if not a probability.
In 1955, there were only 15
African bishops. Today, at the
0
 eumenial Council, Cardinal
aurian Rugambwa heads the
elegation from Africa, which
includes 61 Negro prelates.
j As the sessions proceed,
many of the bishops will see
and hear reminders of the era
when three African Popes
ruled the Catholic church.
The first of these Popes held
sway when Christians were
AM burned at the stake and
tb.e last died during the Dark
Ages. Since then African in-
fhirence in the Roman Catho-
lic heirarchy dimmed and
dOcl. But there has been a new
resurgence as the Catholic - e*
Chtirch seeks to win greater
following among Africans, who
DISCUSSING CHURCH AFFAIRS during a brief visit totoday are mostly Moslem in
Chicago is Cardinal Laurlan Rugambwa of Tanganyika
(right) and Cardinal Albert J. Meyer, Archbishop of Chicago.
During a visit to the United States, the spiritual head of
their religious beliefs when
they have any.
FIRST AFRICAN POPE
One out of ten Africans are. !Asia, Easter was celebrated on
ic y, e o 1the day that the Spring Equi-
.9a6n who has sat throught among them is a quiet.nox fell on regardless of the
sheeting atfer meeting of 
theipart of the Nveek.
Ecumenical Council without The rest of the Church cele-
brated Easter on the Sunday!Irving anything, but whom it
is commonly agreed is the after the 14th day of the Equi-
.•tocrat of psn • lnox. T
his is when Easter is
Secretariat which he heads, observed now. Those that did
not want to accept the de-He is Cardinal Laurian Ru-
gambwa, only Negro cardinal cision handed down by the
in the world. Pope were threatened with ex-,
He carries on a tradition of communication. 1
Catholicism among Africans In order to keep unity in the,
which dates back to 189 A. D., Church. Pope Victor madel
when the first African to as- Latin the official language. His,
cend the throne of St. Peter message to priests and bishops1
was St. Victor, the 13th Pope. was "keep the purity of the;
St. Victor, a strong-willed
man, held sway over. the
Church from 189 to 190.
'During his reign, Christians
Were burned and pesecuted for
heir beliefs. There were meetings. It also gave the'
iittests in the Church, who Church an unchanging langu-iught twisted and heretical age of its own.
interpretations of t h e doe- The second African to as-
trines. When the Pope thought cend the throne was Melchi-
it. necessary, he ex-communi- ades or St. Miltiades as he is
rated these priests and their sometimes called. He was the
members. 32nd Pope to succeed St. Peter
For sometime, the Church to the throne.
had been arguing about when Pope Melchiades saw the
Easter should be celebrated. In end of the persecution of
Christians with the issuing of
!the Edict of Milan by Emperor
'Constantine in 313 A. D. He
'was elected Pope on July 2,
311. Constantine defeated
Mexentius a year later and the
Roman law was changed to
'give Christians privileges.
SIGN OF CROSS
Constantine had adopted the
'sign of the cross as his emblem
'after seeing a vision of a cross
and the message, "In this signj
thou shalt conquer."
On Oct. 2, 313 Pope Melchi;
ades held the first Council of ;
the Church with the approval]
of secular authorities. Held at
the Lateran palace, which was
a gift of Empress Fausta, the
building was the official resi-
dence of Popes in Rome until
it WRS destroyed by fire in the•
1300s.
The Council meeting was,
called by the Pope after 'Em-
peror Constantine asked him
to intervene and settle the;
quarrel of whethe, Bishop
Caecilian of Carthage, Africa,
rightfully held his post. Dona-
tus of Casa Nigra and his fol-1
lowers questioned,Bishop Cae-1
cilian's right to the office.
After hearing arguments,lphasised the limits of lay pow-
er as contrasted to religious
responsibility in a letter to
Emperor Zeno.
Pope Galesais said, "There
are two powers by which
chiefly this world is ruled. The
sacred authority of the priests
doctrine of the infallible au-,is so much weightier as they
thority of the Pope in moralsJmust render before the tribu-
and faith. i nal of God an account even
THIRD POPE ;for the Kings of men."
The third Negro Pope, Gels- An austute businessman,
sius, was born in Rome. Tak- Gelasius Was known for build-
ing office in 492 A. D., and ing of asylums and for his
holding it for five years, his- help to the poor.
toning said, "he showed him- Revered as a holy and
self a vigorous pontiff, in fact, learned man, Gelasitis died on
Nov. 19. 496,one of the greatest in the
century of great Popes." HARD-WORKING
A man with literary ability, Carrying on the tradition of
the Pope wrote extensively these African Popes today is
and although many of his let- Cardinal Rugambwa, the 50-
year-old spiritual head of the
25 million Roman Catholics in
Africa, who is at heart a hard-
working, dedicated man. He
will greatly affect any change
that takes place in Africa.
Rugamhwa was converted to
Christianity when he was eight
years old, along with his par-
ents.
A former 'member of the
ters, books and hymns have
been lost, enough remain to
show his great piety, idealism,
courage a n d lucidity of
thought.
In his writings, one of the
first celebrations Pope Oalesius
attacked was the ancient cere-
mony of Lupercalia, which the
Roman Senate had proposed.
The Pope defined and em-
Nsibe tribe, he is the most il-
lustrious product of the White
Fathers, a Roman Catholic
missionary order that has
trained hundreds of Africans
for the diocesan priesthood.
The prelate was ordained a
priest in 1943 and made assis-
tant pastor at Bubya where
Just five years before, he had
served.
After leaving Rubya, the
priest went to the Gregorian
university in Rome where he
wrote his doctoral thesis on
"Christian Marriage in East
Africa."
In 1951, he was named the
first Bishop of the newly-form-
ed diocese of Rutabo, thus be-
coming the first native prelate
in Tanganyika. The new bish-
op speaks Swahili, Luganda,
English, French, German and
Latin fluently
"I'm afraid the Holy Father
has made a mistake this time,"
was the reaction of Bishop
Rugambwa when he learned
he had been elevated to Car-
dinal by Pope John XXIII on
April 20 1960.
In describing that memor-
able day in African history,
one writer said, "By nightfall,
the wireless station at Bukoba,
30 miles away on the western
shore of Lake Victoria, was
swamped with cables and tele-
grams from people who had
heard the announcement on
the Vatican radio and the BBC.
"That evening," the writer
continued, "hundreds of na-
tives iourneyed barefoot
through the bush to Cardinal
Rugambwa's house, bringing
him gifts of fruit, eggs and
chickens."
NO RUNNING WATER
Prefering to remain in the
tiny Lake Victoria port of
Bukoba, Rugambwa still has
no running water and no ser-
vants. His regard for the tiny
village is very high. Cardinal
Rugambwa said: "When the
White Fathers relinquished the
diocese to me, they gave me
the 17 primary schools they
heel established.
"In five years, we have
built two parishes and 20 more
schools and again with mostly
volunteer assistance from the
people. We have also opened
two middle schools and a
trade school where boys can
learn skills to help them earn
a living in our fast-growing
country."
He Wanted To Go To College
In Mississippi And Wound Up In Prison
(tpecial to the Defender) I touch,d u.tie. 
of the twang-,
JACKSON, Miss. — This 
eat cases tile annals Le
serving a seven-year term in
Parchman Penitentiary for the
theft of $25 worth of chicken
feed he didn't actually steal.
Previously, he was charged
with speeding when his car
wail, standing still.
ADO LIQUOR CHARGE
He was also charged with
pOlsession of five pints of il-
legal whiskey he didn't know
he had because he didn't drink
and never bought booze.
None of it would have hap-
imbed if Kennard hadn't want.
IIPLdesperately to enroll at Mis-
sissippi Southern University
(now the University of South-
ceitn Mississippi) in 'fatties-
t/Ora in 1959. He thought he
citadel make it without the help
of, the NAACP or the courts.
.,Now 35 years of age, Ken-
nasd, born in Hattiesburg,
came to Chicago to live with
a sister, Sara, when he was 
11
....4hree years after his father
had died. He attended e
le-
mentary and secondary schools
ham.
I Following completion of pa
r-
would pay for Kennard'satrooper service in Korea, possession of whiskey,
Keanard returned to Chicago, form and trusted to do right by schooling anywhere 
else he with
could gain acceptance. which i
s illegal in Mississippi.
enrolled at the university, and him.
towards a degree "with a Southern is the only state-
Kennard said: "Mississipri REJECT APPLICATION
Meanwhile, of course, Ken- SALISBURY. Southern Rho-,at different times in history,
completed three years of study LET HIM DOWN 
and separated from each other
They let him down.
clean record." Kennard discussed his ideas supported, four year 
collegajard's application at Missirsip- desia — (UPI) — Harry Reid,jbefore the modern kind of manI
"tut with just one Year Of with William D. McCain, pres- 
ie this area and my situation ,pi Southern had been rejected
 70, said he plans to make a two- j (homo sapiens) evolved in sev-'
sogrilversity work left, Kennard ident of Mississippi-Southern, at home makes it 
very diffi-jon the nebulous charge thet he became confused as to
irregularities had been found dates—it v•as accepted as gos- tractor.
year trip halfway round thejeral varieties.
Was forced to return to Hat- over a three-year period, 
cult for me to leave home 0, 
' slat Roberts had made a 
world on his farm Dr. Coon's claim is that the
b school " h told continue my education." 
'in the application papers.
deal with Kennard to steal the 
Reid, a retired army captain, "Negroes of Africa" began to
said he tans to drive to 
faith with unity."
MADE LATIN OFFICIAL
With a single language, it
lessened confusion for cere-
monies a n d international
nerd's home. He saw no reas-
on why he shouldn't trans-
fer his credits and attend this
state-supported. liberal-art s
25 million Africans spent some time in this city. At present,
he is heading the Pan-African delegation of prelates of the
Ecumenical Council being held in the Vatican City.
Pope Melchiades issued the
statement that said in part,
"as Supreme Pontiff of the
whole Cnurch" Caecilian was
Bishop of Carthage.
By issuing the decree, the
Pope re-affirmed the Catholic
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD is listed as one of the nation's lead-
ing segregationists in a new book coming out next week. He
Is one of two Negro segregationists grouped with South's
most stubborn fighters against integration.
Book Lists Top
Segregationists
Special to the Defender
NEW YORK — Who are
the nation's top segrega-
tionists?
Two of them are Negro
and five other top fighters
against integration are white
Southerners, all fighting for
the same goal — separation of
the races.
That is the finding of a
foremost newsman. James
Graham Cook, who has written
a new book, "The Segregation-
ists," which will be published
next week by Appleton-Cen-
tury-Crofts. A former feature
writer for the Memphis Com-
mercial Appeal, and the New
York Post, Cook has compiled,
a "who's who" of the segre-
gationists after spending many
months touring t h e Deep
South, meeting and talking
with the leaders of various
segregationist movements.
Cook terms Judge Tom P.
Brady as segregation s c e
ideologist. Author of the book-
let "Black Monday," which is
the basic "battle plan" for white
supremacy groups, and a grad-
uate of Lawrenceville and
Yale, with a law degree from
his native Mississippi, Judge
Brady is among the best-edu-
cated and most articulate of
the Deep South's spokesmen.
Another top segregationist
listed by Cook is Roy V. Har-
ris, prosperous Atlanta, Ga.,
lawyer and real estate devel-
oper, the editor of the Augusta
Courier, a four-page weekly
that devotes most of its space
to stories of racial strife and
atrocities in Africa, muggings,
rapes and murders by Negroes
in the north, and features such
headlines as:
Kennedys Wage War On
White People of South, While
Commies Rip the U.S.
RETIRED ADMIRAL
Listed also is retired Rear
Admiral John C. Crommelin,
an Annapolis-trained aviator
with a splendid record in
World War II, who sees the
world's troubles — and spe-
cifically the South's as the re-
sult of "Communist - Jewish
conspiracy" for world domina-
tion. It is the Admiral's be-
lief that Woodrow Wilson,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and
Dwight D. Eisenhower were
all Jet% conspirators, Hitler
was a "phony" front-man, as
was Adolph Eichmann, and
that "mental health" and the
fluoridation of water a r e
brain-washing techniques de-
signed to undermine the peo-
ple of the U. S.
Robert Lee Davidson, Im-
perial Wizard of the United
.Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan of America, is another
segregationist profiled in
Cook's book. A member of the
Klan since the age of 19, Dav-
ison is a staunch supporter of
its beliefs, including that of
white supremacy and against
"mongrelization" of the races
— despite the fact that his
grandfather was a full blooded
Cherokee Indian.
Conk declares that Elijah
Muhammed, born Elijah Poole,
self-styled "Messenger of Al-
lah" who leads the nationalist
Black Muslim movement, is sus
unbending a foe of racial inte-
gration -- from the standpoint
of black supremacy-- as many
Citizens 'Council leaders and
spokesmen.
NEGRO PREACHER
Rev. Dr. M. L. Young, is an-
other Negro foe of integration,
listed by Cook. His religious
beliefs have led him to the
firm conviction that the Ne-
gro's pigment is the result of a
long-ago sin. President and
founder of the Mutual Associa-
tion of Colored People of the
South, the editorials in his
paper, the Mississippi Progress
Edition, are frequently quoted
in Citizens' Council publica-
tions.
Emile Wagner, prominent
New Orleans banker, lawyer,
and civic leader, a devout
Roman Catholic who formed
the Association of Catholic
Laymen in defiance of Arch-
bishop Rummel's order to in-
tegrate New Orleans' parochial
schools, is also rated as a fore-
most Jim-Crow champion.
These men, and many, many
more, were visited informally
in their homes and offices;
their writings and publications
were studied and analyzed.
Author Cook declares: "Deseg-
regation has not been delayed
by abstract social forces, but
by people. These people are the
subject matter of this book."
tiasburg in 1955 to operate the
tannly farm, after his step-
1144her becaiiie disabled.
lie still clutched tightly his
embition to finish school, and
this was the catalyst which
a friend. "I'd like to go there."
"What if you come up miss-
ing?" the friend asked.
"History 'is in the making,"
said Kennard.
He refused legal aid, turn of principle.
Begging for the "smallest I:ennard was granted a for-
amount" of integration, Ken- ma! interview on Septembe
r
Parc! wrote a letter to a white j15, 1959
daily newspaper in which he Although Kennard had been
affirmed belief in the States:warned that McCain was in
Rights gimmick that, ironical-contact with the White Citi-
In 1958, then-Gov. J. P.
Coleman invited him here to
the state capital. With Mc-
Cain present, Coleman offered
a deal whereby the state
that five half-pints of whisk-
ey had been found in Ken-
nard's car. Already booked on
the reek les s-driving rap,
Kennard was then charged
Governor Coleman talked to There was some talk quit
Kennard about the explosiv4ennard's "moral character"
political nature of his school was weak It Was falsely
campaign, this being an elec- charged that the University of An officer, who supposedly
lion year. Offering a vague Chicago had refused to re- investigated Kennard's farm
after the 1959 application was
rejected:
"If Clyde does reapply,
they'll be no way of holding
him out because his record
Dixie Finds Yankee Book
To Uphold Jim Crow
(Special to the Defender)
WASHINGTON—South-
ern segregationists, who've
NASIIVILLE, Tennessee — employed every tactic from
The Student Non-Violent Co-
ordinating committee will
hold a combination fall coor-
dinating committee meeting
and leadership training insti-
tute here during the Thanks-
giving holidays, Nov. 23-25.
Students Corn all over the
South will attend. The Nash-
ville Non-Violent movement,
the student anti-segregationist
group largely responsible for
integration of lunch counters,
theatres, and other facilities
here, will act as host group.
The tentative program will
feature Slater King, first vice-
president of the Albany Move-
ment, as keynote speaker Fri-
day night, Nov. 23.
Workshops on non-violence
and communications are sched-
uled. The Rev. Vincent Hard-
cinomg.moiftttehee 
n  Mennonite 
Atlanta,will 
iCentralead 
years behind . . "
Negro race is at least 200,000
discussions on non-violence.
An illiterate, 19-year-old 
Negro named Johnny Lee
Roberts had actually stolen Round World On Tractor
the chicken feed. Although he
proved to be an unsteady wit-
ness in court—several times
feed and deliver it to Ken-
nard's farm.
murder to economic pres-
sure in their last-gasp
effort to maintain a Jim Crow
way of life, now are clutching
a new weapon.
Oddly, it's a book.
Stranger still, it's a book
written by a "damn yankee."
Authored by Dr. Charleton
S. Coon, leading physical an-
thropologist at Philadelphia's
University Museum, the book
purports to prove that Negroes
began their climb up the evo-
lutionary ladder 200,000 years
after whites did.
The book is enjoying wide
circulation in Oxford, Miss.,
scene of the Meredith univer-
sity case, and other portions
of the deep South.
Dixiecrats are waving the
book aloft and shouting, "The
The basic theory of Dr.
Coon's book is that the races of
mankind were differentiated
i white or Caucasian people split
off the common ancestral line
200,000 years earlier.
Although Dr. Coon himself
has carefully refrained from
applying his theories to Ameri-
can Negroes ("I have not men-
tioned American Negroes once
in the book"), desperate South-
ern race-haters are making the
application for him.
But, actually, Dr. Coon's
theory has not been widely ac-
cepted by recognized atehori-
ties. At the same time his
book was putlished, the Jour-
nal of the Amorican Anthropo-
logical Association published
an article by Dr. Frederick S.
Hulse of the University of
Arizona.
Writing on "race as an evo-
lutionary episode," Dr. Hulse
termed Dr. Coon's thinking an
"extreme opinion."
"There is." said Dr. Hulse,
"no evidence of any nature to
support it."
—
Seek Job In Mich.
For 'Reverse Rider'
RFNTON HARBOR, Mich
(UPI) — A public plea for
employment was made for
James Jackson, 30. who was
sent North from New Orleans
several months ago as a "R
verse Freedom Rider."
40.000 years ago. He purporte-; Jackson had seven dollars
ly bases his theory on fossilsiin his pocket when he arrived
United States for a trig through of early man unearthed 'film Benton Harbor recent* aft-
North and South America. Africa. By contrast, he says, er picking fruit
Southclimb the evolutionary ladder
Africa, then north to Europe,
then ship his tractor to the






• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
a▪ si•siss .lenieliais•searinismal
Gala festivities marked the log with the annual Thanks.
long holiday week-end, when giving day brunch given by
Memphians counted their Mr. and Mrs. A, M. Walker
blessings spiritually . . . and and Dr. and Mrs. Stanley
then socially embarked on a Ish.
series of posh parties — all ' Thanksgiving night, DR.
centered about the scores of AND MRS. W. W. GIBSON
fashionable guests from North, AND MRS. A. A. BRANCH,
East, South and West, who were joint hosts at a dinner
converged here for another of party complimenting the oat. 
the"Thanksgiving Week-end" of-town guests and their
events which has been JO- hosts.
augurated by several couples Friday, DR. AND MRS.
in our community. JAMES S. BYAS, were
- There were those in our luncheon hosts to the visitors
eommunity who flocked to , and their hosts . .
flashville, Tennessee, for the I CHAMPAGNE DINNER
#0th Anniversary of Tennes-
see State University, and its
innual homecoming, where
hundreds of alumni returned
to campus for the football
game between arch pigskin
rivals, Kentucky State and the
Tennessee Tigers. There par-
ties, dinners, luncheons and a
gala ball made old grads for-
get their ages, and momenta-
rily released them from cares
of the world, to dwell again
in the nostalgic glory of col-
lege days.
But, back to the Memphis
scene . . . the pace was hectic,
but the fabulous affairs de-
lighted smart guests from cos-
mopolitan centers, who know
the full meaning of savoir
faire entertainment.
Bringing their charm and
gay personalities and sophisti.
cation to "Our Town" were: haute couture.
MRS. LOIS SEARCY PITTS' Included in the visitation
of Chicago, the guest of DR.
AND MRS. Walter Gibson, as
was MRS. ADDISON (ROSE)
BRANCH of Tougaloo college.
Mr. Branch is abroad on a long
continental trip, and Thanks-
giving week-end found him
headed to the Soviet Union,
but very much missed by his
PARTY
And, at 6 p.m. MR. AND
MRS. ROBERT S. LEWIS,
JR. AND DR. AND MRS.
LELAND L. ATKINS, enter-
tained with an elegant cham-
pagne dinner which was fol-
lowed by a party at the
smart apartment home of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis, with
its spacious two-floors which
include family room, den,
game room, and terrace deck
besides the living area, truly
one of our city's outstanding
dwellings. . . es of feminine guests. The
Here the sister hostesses elaborate Polynesian menu
received their 60 guests in was served in the dining
gold lame hostess attire, fee- room, the table lavish with
turing tapered pants and Pacific Island fruit, leaves
matcning jackets. The ladies and flowers.
were befurred, bejewelled There was much bidding
and begowned as befitting adieu until another day, as
queens, the very last word in Memphis guests reluctantly
took leave of the charming
"guys and dolls" who cap- gala holiday.
list besides out of town guests lured the hearts of one and There was a sadder note I
and hosts were Dr. and Mrs. W: all. to the holiday week-end as
A. Young, Dr. and Mrs. A. R. Besides the out-of-town Johnetta Walker Hozay is
Flowers, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. guests, their various hosts, now abed, having twisted her
Willis, Dr. and Mrs. Vasco and Memphis guests pre- ankle Friday night at the
Smith. Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Lat- viously mentioned at the par- Lewis-Atkins party, the re-
tine, Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey Bar- ty of the night before were suit of which is a fractured
tholomew, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Waltcrine and John Outlaw, bone. choose FOREST HILLHowell, Dr. and Mrs. I. A. Wat- Harry and Augustus Cash, W d h th t th 
MR. AND MRS. HOOVER SUMLIN
Reception Held For
The Hoover Sumlers
A wedding reception honor-
ing Mr. and Dire. Hoover Sum-
ter was held recently at the
Sarah Brown branch of the
YWCA and was attended by
many friends and well wishers
of the young couple.
Mrs. Sumter is the former
Miss Ethel E. "Jean" House
and the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert House, Sr. Her
mother is a school teacher .in
Turrell County, Ark., and her
father owns and operates
House Brothers Decorating
firm in Chicago.
The groom is the son of Mrs.
Pauline Echols of Chicago, and
with the bride's brother is co-
owner of House and Sumler's
Sundry store here in Memphis.
The bride is a teacher of the
fourth grade at Kansas Ele-
mentary school.
At the reception the bride
wore an aqua dress of import-
ed silk offset with imported
lace. She wore a matching
heoddress designed for her
by Miss Eunice Carruthers.
THE GUESTS
Among the guests were Mrs.
er, Charles Bonhart, Miss
Peggy C o x, Miss Carolyn
Suggs. Mrs. Violet Scott Phie-
fer, Mrs. Edith Scott. Sat,
Jerry McGhee, Mrs. Mamie
Sumler, Ross Jones and Misses
Machiel and Lynn Turner.
Appointments to the CoastThe couple resides at 2090
Guard Academy are madewith his cousins, Dr. and Claremont el.
solely on the basis of nationr
Mrs. John R. Arnold were
Mrs. Eugene Sims.
Holiday guests of Mr. and'Those Women(upDir)iye_rs vis. tions.
wide competitive examine..
Mrs. Janet Arnold Seymour LONDON —
and her guest Mrs. Dorothy
Johnson, both of St. Louis, House of Lords he was forc- NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Mo. ed off the road recently by More "toys for adults" may be
Next week we'll give the a woman driver who "came sold this Christmas season than
Taylor and Frances Hayes, their friends, Mr. and Mrs. news of the swank pre-boll- round a corner, completely on playthings for children, Revell,
Rubye H. Gadison, Jewel Marvin Tarpley gravitated to day dinner-bridge party given, the wrong side of the road, t Inc., maker of hobbycrafts and
Gentry. Russell and -Laurie Nashville, to week-end with by Mrs. Ruby Jackson for the!powdering her face, with her I toys, predicts.
Sugarmon, Helen and Eld- their daughter Chrystal at Cotillian Bridge club andelbow on the wheel."
ridge Tarpley and your Fisk Univ. scads of guests. I "As she passed me she had , I thought a bit thick," thrill.,
scribe. William 0. Speight, Jr., a Also, there's the smart the impudence to smile, which 'peer said.
Sunday found the weary,Istudent at Wooster school at holiday party given for the
but happy guests departingl Danbury, Conn., spent the members of the Devoue
the scene of the Bluff city, week-end in Orange, N. J., Bridge .club.
filled with memories of a
Memphis friends. son, Mrs. Emmett Hozay of John and Juanita Brinkley,
ter encased leg heals ronto,1 milk by an over-Memphis' own ERNEST El- Memphis and Los Angeles,' Mae and Robert Ratcliffe, and for fun out of tragedy we'LAND and his charming and Miss Jewel Gentry and Dr, Dr. A. B. and Rachel Carter, direct her to have her artistic- tints's; ttrr majority!30 very chic wife. DORIS and Mrs. James S. Ryas. A. B. Owens and Martelle,I bent friends to project 1/"1 1"1116 4  EILAND of Washington, D. C., Saturday afternoon. Miss Trigg, Phil and Alma Booth.1I some surrealistic drawingsWere the guests of MR. AND Jewel Gentry entertained at Charles and Lois Tarpley,!
on the caseing.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Walker
left the city early Sunday
morning to attend the fun-
eral of their friend, the late
ER AND DEE WORD, both 'RIVERS AND DR. AND MRS. Dr. and Mrs. Alfonso Saville, Dr. Frank Williams of Tyler,
couples now Memphis "fav-.W. 0. SPEIGHT, were joint Dr. and Mrs. George Reed. Texas, who passed sudden-
orites;" the guests of DR. AND hosts at a black tie cocktail William and Addle Owens, 13r.
MRS. W. 0. SPEIGHT, JR. party at the stately home of Lawrence and Cecelia West- Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Johnson,
At the beautiful manse of Dr. and Mrs. Rivers. Using a ley, Thomas and Vivian Wil- spent the Thanksgiving week-
DR. S. FREDERICK Polynesian theme in decora- lis. Carrie and Bill Nabors, end in Chicago . . . while
RIVERS, R. and MRS.. tions, favors and elaborate!,
WILBUR C. MARTIN of De—menu, the decorative settingl
troit, Mich., and DR. AND began at the street entrance.
MRS. E. C. NOEL III of where lighted torches ilium-
Greensboro, N. C., were more leated the winding driveway
of the smart week-end guests, either side up the knoll
DETROIT'S DR. AND MRS.' where sits the show-place
WENDELL COX were t h e, home.
guests of DR. AND MRS.; Margaret Rivers and Jewel
STANLEY ISH. Another form- 'Speight received guests in
er Memphian, back home after Hawaiian print hostess blous-
many a year was DR. RU- ' es over black tapered pants
BERT WOODS and his wife,'. . . and dispensed colorful
DR. GERALDINE WOODS of leis in myriad hues to all.
Los Angeles, Calif., who with Champagne was served in
DR. AND MRS. ROSCOE breakfast-dining area beyond
BRYANT of Louisville, Ky., the beautiful entrance hall,
and MR. AND MRS. JAMES the bar in the den was an-
W. TYLER of Chicago, were other favorite spot, and the,
the guests of MR. AND MRS. living room fairly glittered
ROBERT S. LEWIS, JR. with the smart cocktail dress-
Adding more gaiety to the
party scene were DR. HAD-
LEY' COX of Benton Harbor,
Mich., and MRS. ARNOLD
(ETHEL) JOHNSON of Gary,
Ind., (the latter, the wife of
Dr. Arnold L Johnson, the
surgeon who formerly prac-
ticed here), the guests of DR.
AND MRS. LELAND L. AT- ,
KINS.
DR. SIDNEY AND WEN
DELL (SUGAR) SMITH of St
Louis, and two of their three
children were the guests of.




Okla., came MRS. JANET
CARRUTHERS MYLES, to
visit her sister, MRS. BET-
TY C. BLAND and JAMES
HULBERT, of Pakistan, In-
dia was the guest of Miss
Jewel Gentry.
All there were raison
d'etre for scores of soignee
events, where friends of their
hosts helped dispense royal
purple hospitality, commenc-
MRS. A. MACE() WALKER.
BEGUILING PAIR, DR. NO-
LAND AND GENEVA AN-
PERSON of Marshall, Texas
... and St. Louis' DR. PARK-
Emma Stew; Min, M. J.
Barnes... Mrs.' Vernon Allen,
Mr.Ob. effligitte. Miss Ann
Sprawls, Miss Verna Meek-
ins, Mrs. A. B. Hargrades, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Mayes, Sr., and
Miss Julia Scott
Also Mrs. John Parker, Mies,
Jean Harvey, Mrs. Lottye
Spencer, Mrs. Millie Brown-
lee, Mrs. LaPearl Williams.
Mrs. Melvin Malenda,
Mrs. Margaret Clay, Miss a a Ii
Ernestine Kimbrough and Mrs. LT ANDREW L. HOLEMAkt
Julia Bennett.












brunch for the visting guests
and hosts.
To ring down the curtain
on the brilliant series, DR.





A jet of live steam ex-
plodes, while the rice is
still in its husk, driving
natural vitamins and miner-
als deep into each whit*
grain. The result is a totally
new rice. .. high in food








Addle D. Jones, Russell and
Laurie Sugarmon, Dr. Theron
and Nell Northcross, Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Sugarmon,
Sr., Peter and Leath Jones,




EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT, COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
948-3451
AND IF NO ANSWER
JA 7-3311
emummomimummmunilimiiim
• LEARN TO DRIVE :III••
• IF YOU HAVEANY ••• TROUBLE WHATSOEVER N•
• IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE :
• aNI TENN, STATE am
m • DRIVING SCHOOL :
a BR. 6-4121
Iffili iiiallinininniiiiiing
Wherever the choice is
equal ... homemakers
Perry 's Beauty and Barber Shop
452 Walker Ave.
BEAUTY SHOP










We Do All Style's
IONIA'S PORO
WH 6-9130 748 WILLIAMS AVE.










62 South Main Street
For Your Wonderful World of
Walking
rnone JA 5.2l52
we present La Belle Mittens
Here is our walking shoe designed for the
woman who never departs from the look
of fashion ... and yet so superbly com-
fortable with the smart look of alligator
and the softest leather.
Choose from black or brown alligator calf
... with medium low stacked leather heel.
'17.95
Sizes to 12 ... AAAA to B
Sizes Over 10 ;1.00 Extra
Mail and Phone Orders Filled
Add 30c for Postage . . .
3% Tennessee Tax
drew Chopkin, Jr., Miss Doris
Hudson, Mrs. L. B. Jeffery,' 
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Lt.
Andrew L. Holeman, assistantMiss Lidia B. Collier. Mr. andl procurement officer stationedMrs. J. K. Dawson, Miss Aug-lhere at the Coast Guard head-ustine Pickett and Miss Emma
quarters, ' scheduled to coniePickett.
Other guests were M r 
s.I to Memphis to visit with log\
cal civic leaders and h1LoWRichard Smith, Mrs. Daisy I'school and college officials InJarrell, Mrs. Norma L. Tuck- order to acquaint them with
the educational opportunities
offered by the U.S. Cost
Guard Academy located in
New London. Conn.
Lt. Holeman is expected
here for four days (Dec. 9-7).




Quality at a price is
a Grant tradition. Our
"Fabulous 4410"nylons
look sheer and beauti-
ful, wear remarkably
well ... and are Grant




Deep pile cotton plush
bootee or beaded vinyl
moccasin with fur collar.
4 Wanted vivid colors.5-10.























































































RallfURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1962 DEFEN BER
lAKEVIEWING WITH GERM 'McCoy's New Radio Program
4
HOLIDAY BLESSING can be contacted at 7-0536. Reaches 31-Station AudienceWith our bountiful blessings He'll be happy to welcome
counted and marvelous meals, new customers.
headlined by succulent.' turkey dam their sons from Kansas
6 ,and other delectable viands CitY, Mo.. titre. guis Fields. ;
Thanksgiving holidays past.— .--- ..
Here's hoping your Thanks-, So honored this year was We in America have much
giving Day was a most enjoy- Dr. W. R. Bell, local dentist, to be grateful for, — each of
able one and in addition to Since coming to Jackson to us can count his blessings
good things to eat, a pause begin practice in 1940, he 
has daily. For persons who have
Mits had to be thankful for the become one of our most prom- not wiled to give it a thought,
Any blessings bestowed upon inent citizens. He is a very the recent Cuban Crisis should
!let As for your scribe, St. Louis active member of Berean have taught them the folly of
was the destination for the Baptist church, Voters League,colossal miscalculation of God's
family to spend with sister present president of the Jack- blessings upon this, our land.
and family, the Harry Joneses. son chapter of NAACP, presi-
I...understand there were many dent of the Tennessee State
Visitors in Jackson and many Dental Association a n d an
*vents of which I'll let you in Omega man. He has been In-
ca next week. Guest of the strumental in spearheading
WA R. Bells had arrived before peaceful integration in the city
,wri leaving. She was Mrs.er Alexander, better
khown as "Chick" of Chicago.
13th ANNIVERSARY
"'The 25th anniversary of ell.
gappa Sigma chapter of Ome_1AWARDS GIVEN education majors from Lane
gh Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., Citations for outstanding college, along with J. A. Cooke,
was observed on the campus citizenship were presented tolDirector of Health and Edu-
or Lane college last week. It. T. C. Ozier, Mrs. M. B. Mon- cation were in attendance.
*at on Dec. 3, 1937 that Kap- roe, Mrs. Maine Merry, Mrs. BRIDGE CLUB MEET
6f Sigma chapter was charter- Marie Penn, Miss Eleanor; The delightful hostess of theeon the campus on the initi- Grimes. and Rev. A. L. Camp-:'Criterion Bridge club at the
Ave of James Pinkey. The bell. The awards committee:' regular bi-monthlv meetingeherter members were H. L. consisted of past winners A. J.' was Miss Phonny Granberry in
Burton, J. S. Moore, C. V. Porter, Curry Boyd, John Mc-.- her home on Pine st. Appetiz-
Glenn, H. Cole, V. Sims and Ferrin, Joe Merry, Bishop r ers were served before the
Clarence McKinney. R. Shy and Miss Darlene Hud- complete course dinner which
.The caelndar of events in_ son. A. J. Porter is basileus 
of
was served buffet style. A
short business session was con-
ducted by the president, Mrs.
Vera Brooks, before bridge
began.
annual Achievement program Delegates from over the Mrs. Rosetta McKissack will
on Sunday. Nov. 18. Speaker state of Tennessee were in be hostess to t h e annual
the occasion was Presidentl Jackson to attend a three-day
awrence Davis, Arkansas 
Christmas dinner of the Criter-c
ions. Lovely prizes were pre-
&N college, Pine Bluff, sored by the Tennessee Recre-
conference of recreation spon-,
sented to Mrs. B. C. Lucas and
who is an Omega. His address ation Society. The meetings Mrs. V. F. Walker for high
Anna C. Look. 4 
now happy memories, we now Mrs. Jordan's sister from Tu-
ponder over the wonderful Delo, Miss.. and a brother,
Mason Jordan, also of Tupelo.
• • •
Persons interested in be-
coming real estate salesmen
will be interested to know
that seminar classes will be-
gin very soon at Peace Realty
company. Classes will be held
one night a week at the office
at 4856 Peace. For further in-
. • • formation, call the office at
Mr. and Mrs. James Woods 398-7956.
of 4895 Peace, feted their • • •
mother and father, Mr. and Staffers Peace Realty sur-
Mrs. George Jordan of Shan- 'prised "Chilli" (Sam Peace),
of Jackson in schools as well 
non, Miss., with celebration of with a birthday party last
as at the lunch counter at 
the couple's 37th wedding an- Saturday night at the Eagle
Woolworth's. He is married
niversary and birthdays. Here club. Tables were beautifullyto
the former Miss Vivian Mitch-
for the affair are Messrs. Wil- decorated with bouquets and
ham Jordan and Marion Jor- the honoree and guests enjoy-
ed the playing of the band as
well as the fine feasting on
delicious steaks.
The roster noted here and
there in conversational groups
were: Mr. and Mrs. Alcus Hol-
loway, Mr. and Mrs. Benny
Westhmoks, Mr and Mrs. J.
Pope, Mr. and Mss. Robert
MeFerren, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam McChriston, Mrs. Fred-
die Wilson, Mrs. Minerva Han-
cock, Mrs. Gerri Little, Mrs.
Gertie Williams; Mrs. V. Rich-
ardson, Atty. V. S. Young,
Mrs. Ruth Coulter, Mrs. Myr-
tle Fisher, Mrs. Irene Nevels,
Ural Jones. Jessie Williams,
John Bolden, W. Massey,
Lewis Harris, Anderson Hodg-
es, B. Houston and Major Hay-
wood.
Spouse Maggie was instru-
mental in manipulations for
the surprise and was ever so
charming in a stunning after-
five costume. A beautiful
"Que for a Day," "Ser-
enade Under the Stars," an
oratorical contest, anniversary
Once. banquet and finally the
was on the theme, "Automa- were held at Highland Fork
tion: A Challenge to the Fu- school. Two social affairs were
ture." held for Negro delegates at the
Highlighting the program Recreation Center on Institute Your new paper boy is Wil- leather desk set was the gift I
liam Edward McKissack. He from the office crew.
Citizen of the Year which is a visor of Negro Recreation, in
national project of Omega Psi charge. Delegates also had a,
Phi. It gives an opportunity chance to tour Western State,
for the presentation of impor- hospital in Bolivar with emph.i
tant current achievements of asis on their recreational fa-
the Negro, many of which cilities. Commissioner R. L.,
may never find their way into Patey presided over the open-
the printed pages of history. ing session. Several physical
BID MeCOY
! Sid McCoy, known to mil-
lions of Midwesternirs
'through his highly rated mid-
night to 5 a.m, stint over Chi-
cago's WCFL, recently became
the country's most heard radio
l interviewer with the schedul-
ing of Pet Milk Showcase on
31 stations three times weekly.
! McCoy, a 14-year-veteran of
radio broadcasting, began his!
I spectacular career as a disc
jockey, a job he earnedas a
contest winner on Chicago's
station WGES. He was, from
1951 to 1953, a mainstay on
that city's ABC outlet, WENR,
and was a regular on WGES
from 1953 to 1981. In the past
year he has held -clown the late
spot on the 50,000 watt WCFL
outlet.
was the presentation of the st with McEwen Bond super-
Theta Iota chapttr whose mem-
bers joined in the celebration.




STEAKS CHOPS - CHICKEN
AND SEAPOOD
OUR SPECIALTY






scores. Your scribe fell to the
bottom and, came in for the
booby.
TAYLOR'S MATTIE BEAUTY SHOP
AND SCHOOL
259 N. MAIN
HAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING
CREATIVE AND LATEST STYLES
PERMANENTS SCAV TREATMENTS
Followin is i raduation
band manager. He drifted into
such occupations as insurance
salesman before deciding that
he wanted a career in acting.
ENTERED COLLEGE
He entered Roosevelt college
as a speech and drama major
and was soon active in a vari-
ety of little theatre projects.
With his contest victory, his
future in radio seemed assur-
ed.
In addition to his regular
radio activities, McCoy hosts
the regular television produc-
tion, "Bid McCoy and Friends."
a highlight of midwest tele-
vision for jau fans. He also
acts as Artist and Repertory
director for V-J Records.
He was introduced to a na-
tional radio audience with Pet
Milk's Sunday morning fea-
ture, a gospel show which was
broadcast regularly on 54 sta-
tions. As he is for Showcase,
McCoy was writer-producer as
well as narrator for these
broadcasts.
McCoy and his wife, Evelyn,
have two daughters (12-year-
old Sharon and 9-year-old
Terri) and make their home
in Chicago.
PLAYS TENNIS
When he finds time from his
busy schedule of broadcasting
and traveling about the coun-
try to interview important
personalities for Showcase, he
is an avid tennis player and
fan of professional football.
Sid McCoy has built his rep-
utation as an important figure
in radio on the philosophy that
"audiences should be talked up I
to . . . " He has resisted thei
profitable lure of advertisingi
which he feels is demeaning In
his audiences and he has1
from high school, McCoy work- maintained a high caliber of
ed for a time with the Earl
Hines orchestra as assistant




WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL
GLOBAL TRAVEL AGENCY
9 A.m. • 6 P.M., Mee. Ate Fri.-9 A.M. • 2 P.M., Saturday
656 VANCE AVE. PHONE-527-5633 MEMPHIS, TENN.
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l'IsIT EMANCIPATION STATUE in Washington's Unman
Park Dr, Deborah P. Wolfe, education chief of the U.13.
House Committee on Education and Labor and vice-presi-
dent of the National Council of Negro Women. and Carl
Coleman, assistant to commissioner John B. Duncan of the
District of Columbia, are shown at right giving the back-
ground of the Emancipation Statue in Lincoln Park to
Mrs. Jean Pittman of Washington. Miss Sandra East of
Baltimore and H. F. Reidel, district manager of the Amer-
lean Oil company. The Company is compiling information
on historical sites of Interest to all Americans and pattf- '
cuter!): Negroes. Mrs. Pittman and Miss East recently omit
pleted a tour of the United States to collect information
to be released in 1963 in celebration of the Emancipation
Proclamation Centennial.
Elected For L an UlliVL l'`,1tieS and Colleges.Miss Hazel Abron, a biokillY
Who's Who At major, is a member of Alpha
Bennett College
A Memphis coed studying at
Bennett college in Greens-
boro, N.C., was among the 11
seniors there elected to the
1982-83 Who's Who in Amer--
THE PROCEEDS ON ANY
NATIONAL BURIAL
INSURANCE COMPANY
CONTRACT MAY BE USED FOR FUNERAL EXPENSES INCURRED
AT ANY FUNERAL HOME AND/OR MORTUARY
Kappa Mu, national honor iti-
ciety, science seminar and the
senior choir. •
A graduate of Hamilton
High school here in 1959, Miss
Abron is the daughter ot.M.
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Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family
By Carl Anderson
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DAILY FORTUNE FINDER
To learn your 'Fortune" for today from the stars, write in the lett•iii
Of the alphabet corresponding to the numerals on the line of the esti*
logical period in which you were born. You will find it fun.
•
tft 0
1 2 3 4 S 7 II 910111213141516171111920212223242S*
_ _









P99.27-19 1 13 16 12 5 4 8 1 16 16 9 14 5 19 19
MAR. 20
MAR.21- 20 18 1 14 17 21 9 12 9 20 25 1 8 5 1 4APP. 20
APR. 21-
MAY 20
19 16 5 3 9 1 12 16 12 1 14 19 13 1 1 5
MAY 21- 1 4 22 1 14 3 5 9 19 1 19 19 21 18 5 4JUNE 21
JUNE 22- 2 21 19 20 12 9 14 7 1 3 20 9 22 9 20 25JULY 23
4.JULY 24-
AUG 21 4 9 19 16 15 19 515 6 114 1 19 19 520
AUG. 23-
SEPT. 23 2 1 18 20 5 18 6 15 18 2 1 18 7 1 9 14 .
SEPT. 24- 1 2 21 19 25 3 15 14 22 15 3 1 20 9 15 14 :OCT. 23
............4
OCT. 24- 3 1 12 3 21 12 1 20 5 4 3 8 15 9 3 5NOV. 22
NOV 23- 16 18 5 6 5 18 5 14 36 71 914 54DEC. 22
DEC. 23-
JAN. 21 1 422 114 3 513 5 14 20 14 5 1 1111 19
•
Otir 04411440
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CAGE SEASON STARTS The Lions' rebounding should
Booker T. Washington's 18' prove essential to their fast-
to 14 victory over previously break style. In guard Charles
undefeated Horace Mann of; Wright, Lester has an outstand-
Little Rock last Saturday nightling defensive man. Needless to
in the 24th Annual Beale Streeti say, it is in the guard depart-
Elks' sponsored Blues Bowtment that Lester will find the
game, pulled the curtain onlgoings a little tough since the
the football geason and set the slick ball handling John Swift
stage for the 'opening of the'and Thomas Parham have grad-
1962-63 basketball campaign. uated.
The second prep league Jam- MELROSE
boree is on tap to kick things The Golden Wildcats have a
ff. Two aites have been select- big "if" to settle and that is
to send the Southwest teams whether sophomore sensation
against the Northeast squads Bobby Smith has completely
Thgrsday night, Lester tackles recovered from a football in-
Douglass while Manassas coin- jury. The 6'5" post operator
Pletes the action against Mel- broke his arm during the foot-
rose in the latter's gymnasium. ball season when he fell on it,
Washington plays Father Bert- attempting to catch a pass.
rand and CarvVr is 'pitted Should Smith fail to return
against Hamilton. at Washing- to form, Coach Willie Collins
ton. The last two games were will have to bank his hopes on
scheduled for Carver, but work- guard James Sandridge and
men will be unable to complete forward Henry Petty.
sanding work in time for the FATHER BERTRAND
games. The Thunderbolts should be
WASHINGTON serious title contenders for the
The Warriors will have a first time with virtually the
rangy quintet to defend its same squad back with a year's
city championship. But willi exoerience under their belts.
find It plenty tough to replace Coach Charles Williams has
Sherm Yates, Willie Ward, and worked with the bulk of his
Charles Powell, who led their mainstays since junior high
team to the school's first Na- days at Porter. Bertrand has
tional High School Tournamenttwo fine shots n fancy Bobby
championship. iTodd and Redell Smith. With
ja The trio is currently memJstrong rebounding from Thur.
Weirs of Tennessee Aira State's'man Denton (6-4) and Bennie
cage roster. Green (6-3). the 'Bolts' could
Coach Bill Fowkles lost fivei be the surprise of the league. At
men off his history - making any rate, they are sure to move
grbup, but has an excellent nu- further up the ladder than
chins in Walter Cummings last year's seventh place finish.
(84), LeRoy Weakly (6-3), anclIDOUGLASS 1
Marion Brewer (6-3). The Red Devils will suffer'
LESTER from the lack of height. It will
Lester again should be strong be hard for Douglass to floor
contenders after finishing a a quintet that averages six feet.
strong second last year, to un- Douglass can expect little un-
defeated Washington (14-0). The less some of its promising B-
Liens could take it all with team graduates develop quick-
thrr front courtmen, led by ly to take up the scoring slack,
junior Richard Jones, averag- left by Willie Kimmons. Kim-
ing,nearly six feet five inches. mons, one of the league top
Jopes is 8'6", Charles Bowers three scorers, is now playing
ST, and Charles Paulk 6'5". at Lincoln University (Mo.).
JAMES GORDON, star sopho-
more forward from Louisville.
Ky., is acting captain of Le-
Moyne College's Magicians this
season. The Memphis= open




Manassas will be re-building
with new Coach Charles
Thompson picking up from de-
parting William Roach.
the Tigers' new mentor has
his work cut out for him, losing
last season's entire starting five
through graduation. More than
likyly. Wesley Mitchell will
lead the Manassas attack.
HAMILTON
The Wildcats finished last,
a role not uncommon to them,
but this season could be the
year that they take that giant
step. Toward the top is the most
logical direction and should
Hamilton get a few breaks, the
Wildcats should once again get
he victory taste.
Three games are carded Mon-
clay night, December 3, as
league action gets underway
with Douglass traveling to Ma-
nassas, Melrose tanglts with
Bertrand at Bertrand, and
Washington playing host to
Carver.
Lester and Hamilton open up
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Crown Prints & Swingster Shirts & Blesses
cirrostrati Line Of Iselin, Supplies & Equipment
Tropiti•a Foe All Occasions
JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY






Yes We Have Ducks,
Turkey, Geese and Hens
Pork Liver - Lb   19‘
Pork Steak - Lb   4S4
Steak Roundloin Lb   694
Evan. P4,11(.3 Tall Cans.   39g
Sliced Bacon.Tra Pak • it  394





GETTING READY TO HARVEST a bumper
crop of soybeans on his farm near Millington.
°oldie Terrell lifts hood and stops welding
soybean combine to explain a point to County
Agent Ernest Brassie, right, as Goldie Jr.
Farmer Finishes Harvest Early
By Using Latest Machinery
Farming is highly mechaniz- which he keeps enough seeds a three-state area
ed today, and the farmers who to plant the next year, Terrell, years
used to rely on field hands to has to dispose of his soybeans'
do the work are becoming few-
er and fewer each year.
One such farmer is Goldie
Terrell of Millington, who was
recognized recently as the top
tenant farmer of 1962 in Shel-
by County. •
Terrell raised 250 acres of
soybeans this year and 109
acres of cotton, and by using
machines he completed the
work some three weeks earlier
than in former days.
"On the aveage year I would
have employed about 20 per-
!soros- rto pick wry cotton," he
said, "but with the cotton-
picker we don't have as much
use for outside help as we
once had."
Terrell has five tractors, a
cotton picker and a combine
for harvesting soybeans.
SAVES MONEY
Keeping all of his machines
in the best operating condition
could cost him hundreds of
dollars each year, but Terrell
is a skilled mechanic and has
a blacksmith shop between
his home and a store he and
his family operates.
Terrell expected to harvest
120 bales of cotton this year
along with a bounty of soy-
beans.
Like most of the .forward-
looking farmers in this area,
Terrell resorts to scientific
methods to increisse his yield.
He fertilized his land for cot-
ton and put out lime to in-
crease the soybean crop.
SELLS SOYBEANS
"To keep the weeds out of
the cotton, I premerged it this
year and spot sprayed for the
Johnson grass and was suc-
cessful in wiping out about
three-fourths of it," he report-
ed.
Haying only one bin in
'MEN AT LAST IT'S HERE'
Thoulsinds of men today Nei
young and peppy op to 75. That
Orel, weak. rtIndown feellner May
only be from the need for a smo
;dement. Try NATURED oorn
teMOTEX, A PHYSI-
CIAN'S FORMULA
Money back If not antinfled After 3
bottles. Only $5.00 for n 2 week
supply. C.O.D., check or Monef.-
orGer.
THE RUMOTEX CO.
239 East 115th at. P.O. Box 204
Nit.' York SM. N.Y.
as they are harvested, al-
though he could get more for
them if he took them to mar-
ket later in the season.
The Terrells live in a beau-
tiful new home at 4860 Union
Which was built to replace the
one which burned more than
a year ago. It has an inter-
communication system which
allows the family to talk from
room to room.
Terrell's father was selected
as the top landowner farmer in
Memphian Spends
Holiday In East
Mrs. W. S. Larkin, propri-
etor of Larkin's Grocery at
557 Lipford st., left by plane
for Orange, N. J., where she
will be the house guest of
Mrs. Shedrick Floyd.
Mrs. Floyd and the /ate Mr.
Shedrick Floyd lived in Mem-
phis for a number of years
before moving to Orange.
Mrs. Larkin was scheduled
to spend the Thanksgiving
holiday with Mrs. Floyd and
go on to New York to see JOINS SCHTCK SALES FORCE: Culver City.
other friends before returning Calif. — Anthony Valle, executive vice presi-
to Memphis. dent for marketing of the Schick Razor




LeMoyne's Magicians will the college. A 121h man, David
open their cage season in Gaines, senior from Detroit
Bruce Hull on the night of Dec. and top scorer last winter, is
8, going against Alabama State ineligible this semester but
of Montgomery. The game will will be back in harness at the
start at 8. A second home con- beginning of the second term.
test will find the Magicians Two of the highly touted
taking on the Lane College,new men are lost to the team,
Dragons in Bruce Hall on the Willi(. Jones, who came to the
night of Dec. 11. 1Magicians from Melrose High
The Magicians will go School here, dropped out of
against Knoxville College at college; and James Giles from
Knoxville this Friday night Detroit was found to be ineli-
and take on the Fisk Univer- gible. The squad suffered an-
:ity Bulldogs Saturday night other blow when Robert Net-
:it Nashville. A third out-of- son, senior center, withdrew
town game is slated for Mon- ! from LeMoyne.
day night with LeMoyne going, Two veterans, Chester Col-
against Alabama A&M at lins and Curtis Mitchell, wereHuntsville.
graduated in May, and aca-
Coach Jerry C. Johnson
starts the season for LeMoyne demics floored four other de-
with an 11-man squad, one of Pendables, including Donald
the smallest in the history of Nelson of Cineinnati
Arkansas College To Play MI. At
Crump Stadium In Benefit Game
JIM
BEAM
A post-season football game Iminded citizens interested in P1.'"-
is scheduled for Crump sta- I bringing more college football '
chum on Saturday, Dec. 8, be- to Memphis. This will be the
looks down from above. Terrell, top tenant aween Arkansas AM&N col- second all-Negro game played
farmer in county, has all of the latest equip- liege of Pine Bluff, Ark., and !in Memphis this season, and
ment to miike his farm burden lighter. Young ! MI. college of Holly Springs, :the first time two all-Negro
Terrell, who may follow in his father's foot- Miss. Item-11s have played at Crump
steps, is president of the Student Council at
Photo) 
A3-15.1c-aInsraescoAniMarfoNr
(1.)1e "seashtains ist'Addityliannee tickets can be pur-E. A. Harrold High school. iStansbury
in the South West Athletic chased at the Central Ticket
conference while MI college Office at Goldsmith's, Crump
is 4-4 in conference play. Both I Stadium and Paul's Tailoring
teams boast All-Conference 0I C 184 Beale st. Admission
prospects. Jerry Brigance, a is $1.50 for adults and $0.75
Memphis boy, was All-Confer-
ence guard at Arkansas for
1961.
for club's annual charity fund.The game is sponsored liNn
several the Vanguard club of Memphis, Members of the club plan to
a group of sports- and civic- make this an annual affair.
— — - - —
School At Centenary
Three Visit Pastor and the public is invited.
T h e Christian Workers Mrs. Dixie Faye Crosley is
school will be held Dec. 3-5 at reporter and Rev. James M.





COMFORT AIR COMPANY. INC.
3705 Southern Avenue
FACTORY CERTIFIED CHRYSLER AIRTEMP
For Sales, Service, or any Heating Problem whether
totted otr-etoom-hot water, or ony ether oil or goe heat-
ing equipment,
All work guaronteed-prompf, efficient service.











High School Students .75







for high school students. Pro-
ceeds of the game will be used
Bona] sales force, first Negro of the sales de-
partment. Shown, left to right, John Clifton,
Robert Carlisle, Anthony Valle. and Jim




2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER BR 5.7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
LARGE P.4RE G .1/et:A
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
ROBERTS
THE COMPLETE FAMILY STORE
THE STORE WHERE MOM-DAD AND ALL
THE CHILDREN CAN BE CLOTHED •
WITHOUT LEAVING THE STORE.
We Feature A Complete Line Of Casual And Dress







Our Customers P,iy No • 1. Carryiez Charges
2. No Interest
3. No Hidden Charges
4. And No Down Payment
FREE BLANKET 72x90












DARK EYES VODKA 100 Proof or 80 Proof
100% Grain Spiiils, Cl.., Spring Doha-
ns Co ,Dierslos °Llamas R. Roam OrsfillIng CO.,















Enjoy new stereo FM radio
broadcasts over four Woodford.
cally balansarrpoakaral Pour.
speed automatic record player, ,
separate tone control, dual
channel merle cowl* with
dual sapphire styli. Ample S.
watt power output. Handsome
mahogany yaw cabinet.
Also in walnut veneer, or Earl,











Ike Predicts End Of Segregation
Former President Dwight
D. Eisenhower, who rarely dis-
cussed civil rights while in the
White House, breaks the sound
barrier in an exclusive inter-
MEN'S ALL VJOOL
LATEST STYLE
was when he decided the civil
rights issue was "overrated "
Eisenhower forsees more
jobs and more housing for Ne-
groes. public schools open to
all in every state and more
Negroes electecLto high public
offices in cities 'And States and
picked for key national gov-
ernment jobs. . .
T h e ElSony article calls;
Eisenhower "perhaps the most
misunderstood (by Negroes)
Chief Executive in history.
first civil rights law with em-
phasis on voting in SO years,
ordered troops into Little Reek
to enforce school desegrega-
tion, carried out a program to
view in the December issue of points out. The article notes eliminate segregation in the
Ebony, that as President. Eisenhower armed forces and smashed
;He is for civil rights and desegregated Washington, D. White House protocol by in-
predicts the end of segregation C., named prominent Negroes viting Negroes to major tune- The most recent appointees college Nov. 22.
in 10 years - but thinks the to high posts, spearheaded tions. are Mrs. Minnie M. 
Brown, as-! Honored were C. M. Rout-
civil rights question i "an passage in Congress of the "However, when the famed sistant State home agent of hac, a practicing physician, and
overrated issue in the oue:t for Army commander left the na- the North Carolina Extension John H. Seward, a 
practicing
Negro votes." • lion's highest office in 1960, Service, who was appointed
Ike reveals that he
"shocked" a n d "puzzled" 
White Takes Job a majority of Negroes bid himilast week to the Home Eco-was
a cool and -hasty farewell,ainomics Research Advisory
over his failure to win Negro As P.R. Man
.Ebony says. "Negro leaders Committee; and Dr. E. B.
votes in the 1956 election, de- ;charged he was ineffectual in Evans, president of Prairie
spite his administration's civil! !civil rights, cautious, appre-iView A. and M. college, who
rights sccomplishmepts. That ST. Lours --(special) - bensive and patiently slow."'was named early this month
His silence on civil rights to the Dairy Research and
questions and his refusal to Marketing Advisory .Commit-
address Negro groups stirred tee.
up an antagonism among Ne- Dr. Evans was already serv-
ing on the Rural Areas Devel-
opment Advisory Committee
along with Dean L. A. Potts
of Tuskestee and Dr. Willa B.
Player, president of Bennett
college. Dean Potts has re-
tired from Tuskegee's school
of agriculture and is. now
special assistant to the Secre-
tary of Agriculture.
5 Hold Positions ihiversity Of West Tennessee's
The former President "feels
he put into action his civil
rights promises but never won
the backing of Negroes," the
Negro monthly magazine
Bill White, first baseman with
the St. Louis Cardinals Base-
ball team, has joined the pub-
lic relations staff of Anheuser-
Busch, Inc., it was announced,gr0es.
this week.
White has "ibeen a stellar FirSt
member of al* Cardinal or-
ganization and his volunteer BOSTON - (UPI) - The
efforts outside the ball cub for Boston Bruins joined the Na-
charitable and 'community ef- tional Hockey League in 1924.
forts earned him the Frontiers It was the first N.H.L. franchise
International "Man of the
Year" award last October.
awarded to a city in the United
States
On USDA Committees Alumni Entertained At Dinner
Five outstanding Negro edu-
cators up to now have been ap-
pointed by Secretary of Agri-
culture Orville L. Freeman to
serve on four national advis-
ory committees of the D. S.
Department of Agriculture.
The last two known faculty
members of the now defunct
University of West Tennessee
were honored by the univer-
sity's alumni during a banquet
held on the campus of Owen
dentist . . . both of Memphis.
They were presented tokens.
Guest speaker for the affair
was Rev. D. S. Cunningham,
pastor of Collins Chapel CME
church. He was presented by
Mrs. Beatrice Payne, a regis-
tered nurse. Also speaking
briefly was Dr. B. F. McCleave,
president of the alumni asso-
iation.
Others on t h e program
were: Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor
of Metropolitan Baptist church,
who gave the invocation; Dr.
N. M. Watson. a local physi-
cian; Mrs. E. B. Smith. a reg-
istered nurse, who told of the
achievements of the alumni
members; Dr. Cooper E. Tay-
lor, a local dentist; Mrs. Pearl
The Famous








SAYS . . . .
MONEY
TO LOAN
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
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HIGH QUALITY - L0'.'.' PRICES
BERT7 DEPT.STORES
125 BEALE - 1221 THOMAS
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Front Is plastic, $ 98
balance Is knit,
Sic.. 6$. 12 years
Ladles' Flannel GOWNS
Flowered Gown,,











BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 It 1711 REALE STREIT
HARRY'S
DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE
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182 So. Main St.
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Mrs. Nitrates Blayeies, Prop
Jefferson, a registered nurse
who introduced the toastmas-
ter; Dr. W. 0. Speight, Sr., a
local physician and Dr. R. Q.
Venson, local dentist and mas-
ter of ceremonies
The university was first or-
ganized in Jackson, Tenn., in
1901 by the late Doctors ,cleve-
land A. Terrell, a native of
Denison. Texas; and Miles
Vanderbilt Lynk. The school
moved to Memphis in 1903 and
was located at 1188 Phillips
at., which is now known as
Kreyer at.
Creditable work was done in
the university in medicine,
dentistry, nursing, law, engin-
eering and music. Its graduates
practiced in most of the states
in the union.
Dr. Lynk remained the head
surgeon of the medical school
until the university closed ii
1923 because "of the lack of
funds."
The first public health nurs-
es to be hired in Memphis
were all graduates of the uni-
versity.
The Terrell Memorial hos-
pital, located at 689 Williams
ave., was named in the mins
ory of Jane Terrell, mother of
Dr. Terrell. He was a graduate
of Waldren University Medi-
cal school, now Meharry Medi-
cal school in Nashville.
Physicians in Memphis who
are graduates of the University
of West Tennessee are (physi-
cians) J. W. Hose, L. A. John-
son, B. F. Cleave. Sr., H T. Mc-
Millian, W. 0. Speight, Sr., N.
M. Watson. Dentists are: R. Q.
Venson. J. J. Warr. I. A. Wat-
son and E. Frank White.
Registered nurses in the city
graduating from the Terrell
Hospital School of Nursing in-
clude Mesdames G. H. Aitkins,
E. B. Brown, L. Cunningham,
M. M. Freeman, R. G. Hender-
son, Rosa Henderson, Ruby W
Hinds, S. G. Hudson, A. W.
Jefferson, Mary Morgan. T. F.
Little, R. W. Long, W. A. Mil-
ler, E. H. McNeal, B. Oakley,
T. Perkins, M. R. Roberson, C.
W. Tillman. Practical nurses in-
clude Mesdames W. Bullard,
A. Reed and A. Wier.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER I, 1962
Drugs In Pregnancy
CHICAGO - (UPI) - Preg-
;mint women should not take
any drug in the first three
months unless it is essential to
the preservation of the mother's
health, a San Francisco obstet-
rician said here.
"We do not know and we
may never learn how many
drugs currently' in use may
affect embryonic development
in a small percentage of cases,"
said Dr. Ernest W. Page at the
annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Academy of Pediatrics.
Houses For Sale
2.HICI) ROOM HOUSE WITH DEN-
IIA RDWOOD floors. loi • 50.175
has garage. Take 51200 Equity Fl-IA
approved. Monthly Note $80.
BR 6-3510
HEAD REALTY CO. BS 541520
House for Sale by Owner
I am leaving town. Assume 0.1.
3 bedroom brick. Fenced
yard. Wired for air-condltioner, near
prima
Small equity notes $69.00
Call FA 4-8759 after 4.
Furn, For Sale
54 Lir
Fir51,1,110 Walnut Noodled, Spinet
typo Pienn
904 Na.
2 PIECES KROELER LIVING ROOM
Suite. Excellent condition. 549.00.
Call BR 2-2276.
'Help Wants('
Wu 61 AN I &MIKES JUli AS MAIL) Lot
baby-miter titre days a week. Mil:
LIL 5-4081
WOIJI.0 LOLL Wuttk As co/Aldo:,






WE NEED SAP USN Ott WoMEN
Men achrell ed. to tie able to man.
age and sawn vim men and women
to Walk at selling 1 in nittii• 111 field
and apt !latices end FA 4-list.
Midtown k'urnItur• Cmnpany
NARY 11111ER:
Woman drones Job as betty Etter of
to nines elder an.,, or woman • irron14
like to erotic eights. C11 71511431
URGENTLY NEED Huai EaktIkli
tor only 250 postpaid! Kush your
name. annrene. and 250 today to







wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Meniphis matket.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
; THE TRI STATE riEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Mamphis, Tenn.
WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE
CLACKS REGARDLESS OF CON
D1TION.
Alio. Any Make Clock Repaired
Will Pick Up And Deliver




1963 Standard Sunday Scheel
Cornm•ntary $2.15'
1963 HIGLEYS Sunday Scheel
Comin•ntary $2.15
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Pocket Sire Points for Eoplieffile
345 BEALE STREET
Phew JA 1-4132
Rev. C. M. LEE, Owner
CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STREET





BRIDAL SET •)1 995
14kt. Gold















FURNISHED ROI PM WIIH HA I.F.
bet hweter & lights furnished !Mons
Elit 54124. 
3 ROOM APARTMENT $45.00 PER
month. Reliable couple with children
wanted. WIlitehall 6-6594.
5 ROOM HOME FOR RENT 2 BEM
rooms-Living Room-Kitchen-Full Bath
$55.00 Month
1583 E.. Diana Circle.
Head Realty Co.
BR 6-3510 BR 5.0520
Situation Wanted
"The Republican National
Committee reported that big
city election returns indicated
that Negroes had given the
GOP its greatest support since
1956." According to Congress-
man William E. Miller, chair-
man of the GOP National
Committee.
Election returns in New
York City, Detroit, Philadel-
phia and Cleveland, Miller
said, found that Negro voters
had voted contrary to the be-
lief of political strategists and
columnists who predicted that
this vote would be overwhelm-
ingly Democratic.
He indicated that the GOP
did not accept the pre-election
theory that the Negro vote
was wedded to the Democrats,
Congressman Miller said: "Our
election plans to go after the
Negro vote paid offl A team
of national committee staffers
working Closely with cam-
paign committees in states and
big cities produced an impres-
sive result."
"The election of a Negro
Republican Edward W. Brooke
as Massachusetts attorney -
general and the increased
numbers of Negroes that voted
Republican in New York,
Michigan, Ohio and Pennsyl-






I HAVE CI.RAN COMI•ORTARIA
Mane walking mother. chidien. Also
do living in hnme. Call 526 71187. 
WANTED TYPING IN MY HOME.
Envelopes and lettere, for estimate
call 9413.9605.
rietvatre PARTY WISUlla LIRE TO
parehnee • borne bar la fahr easel-
Ike. Call .1Aelniew 6-5397.
EXPERIENCED BEAUTICIANS
wants lob as shampooer to white




R AGSDALE EMPLOY M ENT
Li,. Beauty Operator to Work in
White BeaUtY ShOP
Maid Comb 525 wk
Short Order Cook $20 up Instructions
M•Ids - Cock 
i3A103&e,LAK a; FISHING All Y
50 cents. - Horse beck tiding SI QV
hr. 541 Mite M hr. - 5108 Horn
Lake Rd. - EX 5-1068.
LAWN MANDEB BURMA
Rotted Mills. rutted sawdust. seer
Yard fat Heifer : also Puhile Hauling.
Call J. J. McNeil, JA 741065 • 691
Josephine at. 
PI AND, VoICE AND CHAI4M
cleans. Private or group.. Speitiol
rat* to school children. Z. Lola King, -
1816 South Parawar Ease. Who,
275.0435
DRESSMAKER - QUICK PERVICE
Hilda Heine, 5108 Horn Lake
Call: EX 8-1068
IF YOU HAVE RIJOIrOR CAR
that you would like Installed Wall
In wall or cleaned. can Bob mikes







The nominating committee of the
NAA('P will make its report at the
regular branch meeting Sunday.
November 25th. 4 p.m- Mount
Olive C. M.E. Church. Linden &
I,nudardaie.
An imposing group of au-
thorities on civil rights and
negligence law will join the
struggle against segregation
at a conference workshop for
southern lawyers.
The conference, to be held
Nov. 80 and Dec 1 in Atlan-
ta, Ga., is aimed at making
it possible for more southern
attorneys to accept civil
rights cases by making their
practice in negligence law
more lucrative.
Another objective of the
workshop is to review devel-
opments in civil rights law
and emphasize new ap-
proaches and techniques for
the defense of constitutional
rights and liberties.
The conference is sponsored
by the National Lawyers
Guild, the National Bar As-
sociation and the Southern
Christian Leadership Con-
ference.
Leading legal minds will
Instruct southern attorneys
on Negligence Law to im-
prove their proficiency in this
field, thereby enabling them
to increase their income and
make them more willing to
handle financially-unreward-
ing civil rights cases.
EA 5-4959
Clink Cur Ads Daily
INSTRUCTIONS
Train for Modern careers, al home.
Bridal Consultation: Wardrobe Co-
ordination: Dress Design. Write for In-
formation Specify Correspondence
course of your choice.
HALIJRTRTON SCHOOL
for Modern Career. 17 North State,
Chicei/o,
THE JELL NURSING HOME FOR THE AGED
The Jell Nursing Home For the Aged. located at 1755 ELDRIDGE
AVENUE, la open to the public and is receiving patients dull)'.
Thie home is unique and modern In every way.
Nurses are on duty twenty-lour hours each day.
The members of the staff are: Dr. D. W. RAN NELS. I.C.R. Mrs. Hut-
ii. Miller. Mrs. Elisabeth Williams Barnett. President. Mrs. tears W1N-
11ama Smith. Manager, Mra Lachre Williams Jordon. Secret are.
For further information call 275-784
AI32 SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAckson 6 2523
YMCA
REEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I.19 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furnilure,
Ptirate Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers . . .
Weekly Rates: $5 - $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming: 75,30 ft. -
Dieing - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting -
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulalior. Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 sealing capacity - For Leagues, Tournaments, Competative
Matches, CI  Boeing - Community Programs
4. 7-large Club Rooms: Club Meetings - Classes - Foiums -
Conic *noes - Teas - Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7 - $10 - $25
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
KNO1V SIIE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
hack after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to slay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet;
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragel
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
Just as she would read in open book. Tell you why
your Job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM HELL at onee.
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over Missis-
sippi Slate Line on the way to Hernando. her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSolo Motel, lie sure to look for the NED BUICK
1101ISE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch ”Ilow hits mriiked Whitehaven State Line
and get off at Slate 1,ine and walk 2 blocks and see
never hind an office in Wept Memphis.)
MADAM BE1,141 IIAN1)
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